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Abstract
Shock–waves (shocks) exist in various shapes; restricted to two dimensions some examples
are planar, cylindrical, parabolic and elliptical. However, most shock–wave research has
been focussed mostly on plane shocks. In this research, the scope is expanded to cylindrical
shock–wave segments where a plane shock can be viewed as a cylindrical shock segment
(referred to as a cylindrical shock) with a large radius of curvature; with this view, the
expectations are that cylindrical and plane shocks behave similarly although with
quantitative differences.
Whereas plane shocks have constant orientation, constant strength and can be imagined to
extend unbounded, cylindrical shock segments demand that both ends be bound; this leads
to spatial constraints, shock strength varying with respect to radius and shock orientation
being non-constant. Three shock phenomena were investigated: diffraction, reflection and
propagation in converging diverging nozzles. Shock–tube experiments were run for shocks
with a radius of 165 mm and strength between Mach numbers 1.2 and 1.7. Complementing
these were Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Geometric Shock Dynamics (GSD)
simulations where GSD relies on Whitham’s equations.
On shock diffraction, cylindrical shocks were shown to behave qualitatively like plane
shocks. Upon encountering a sharp corner, expansion waves propagate along the shock.
However, after reflecting off the opposite wall they become compression waves and form a
’Mach reflection (MR)’ like configuration on the shock front. A method for calculating the
locus of the expansion waves based on Whitham’s theory is presented, which on comparison
with CFD simulations gives good correlation. Comparisons of shock profiles calculated
using Whitham’s theory and CFD is also made; it showed good correspondence before the
formation of MR like configurations after which the profiles differ.
The reflection of cylindrical shocks was investigated from both an experimental and
numerical perspective. Shock–tube experiments were run for shocks propagating on concave
cylindrical walls with radii of 100 mm, 180 mm, 140 mm and 82 mm, the range was
expanded by use of CFD. An expression for calculating the locus of the MR that forms on
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the shock front was derived which generalises onto plane shocks. Two limits were
recognised, one where shock radius is much greater than wall radius and another where
shock radius is much smaller. The former corresponds to a cylindrical shock on a plane wall
while the latter a plane shock on a cylindrical wall as illustrated by the data gathered.
Cylindrical shock propagation in converging-diverging nozzles was also investigated. In this
case, the phenomena at play are diffraction, reflection and focusing, a combination which
results in a complex evolution of the shock front. Two types of channels were investigated,
one formed from a 3rd order polynomial and another from circular arcs. In both cases, wall
signal were generated on either side of the shock which split the shock–front into three
sections. The decreasing channel cross–section area causes the shock strength to increase
resulting in very weak MR formation on the shock front. Channels from circular walls
exhibit a single peak in the centre line shock strength while that from polynomial profile
walls results in a double peak. This was then related to type of wall disturbance generated.
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Scope and Contribution
In this work, the diffraction, reflection and propagation of cylindrical shock segments was
investigated thus, expanding the scope of shock phenomena from plane to curved shocks.
• On the diffraction of cylindrical shocks, a method for calculating the path followed by
the inflection point is presented. Of the two methods presented, one is geometric
while the other is analytical. In the simulations, it was found that wall disturbances
change from being expansive to being compressive waves upon reflecting off of the
upper wall; this was not observed on plane shocks.
• The reflection of a cylindrical shock segment on a cylindrical wall segment was
investigated from an experimental and numerical perspective. Although no expression
is derived, cylindrical shocks’ behaviour is shown to approach plane shock behaviour
as the cylindrical shock’s radius grows much bigger than the wall’s. An expression
showing the variation of the cylidrical shock’s Mach stem is also derived.
• Investigations on the propagation of cylindrical shock segments in
converging–diverging nozzles was carried out from an experimental and numerical
perspective. Mostly qualitative, the investigations showed that the shape was
influenced by the wall shape (influencing the type of wall disturbance generated) and
the channel’s cross–sectional area (influencing the shock’s strength).
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Nature’s complexities have occupied mankind since time immemorial; as a contribution to
that occupation, this text focuses on the phenomena of shock waves. In particular, the dis-
cussions centre around the diffraction, reflection and propagation of curved cylindrical shock
wave segments. A curved shock wave being, in this context, a two dimensional cylindrical
shock wave segment (the shape of the character ’C’ of the alphabet).
1.1 Background
Shock waves (shocks) are not limited to gas dynamics, which is the context of this text, but
they can also be found in vehicular traffic flow and magnetohydrodynamics. In a gas dynamics
context, a shock wave is characterised by an abrupt increase in pressure, temperature and
density and a propagation speed in excess of the speed of sound. In nature, this is exemplified
by a lightning strike wherein the air in the vicinity rapidly expands resulting in the shock wave
characteristics stated before. Another close example from the field of magnetohydrodynamics
is the sudden deceleration of cosmic rays by the earth’s magnetic field resulting in a bow shock
around the earth [1]. One that is man made is a traffic jam which can be modelled as a shock
wave with car density (cars per kilometre) taking the place of density [2].
Application of shock waves can be found in medicine, metallurgy and in aeronautics. Unfor-
tunately, it is also the effects of shock waves that contribute to the damage caused by weapons
of war (bombs) and the current limitations in supersonic travel. In medicine, shocks find use
in a technique called shock lithotripsy where a shock is focused onto kidney stones in the
patient, thereby breaking them into smaller bits. Thereafter, the body naturally removes the
broken kidney stones. Another use of shock waves is in strengthening welded joints (shock
peening). By focusing shocks onto the weld, the resulting compression strengthens the weld.
In the afore mentioned applications, understanding the underlying shock behaviour is critical.
In that regard, several researchers have worked on furthering our understanding of them.
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Recognising that shocks can attain several shapes, it is worth noting that it is the two
dimensional plane shock that is well understood. Thus, there are vast amounts of literature
concerning the two dimensional plane shock compared to its curved counterparts or its three
dimensional version.
There are three shock phenomena that will be the focus of this text: shock diffraction,
reflection and propagation. Introducing shock curvature results in a fourth phenomenon
called shock focusing. The three previously mentioned phenomena are well understood in the
context of plane shocks. Shock propagation refers to the shock’s motion and in this text that
motion is in a two dimensional context. An increase in cross section area results in shock
diffraction while a decrease results in shock reflection; these are characterised by expansion
and compression waves respectively.
1.2 Motivation
Most research on the diffraction and reflection of shocks has been focused on plane shocks [3,
4, 5, 6] and is generally well understood. Similar behaviour concerning shocks with curved
profiles has received limited attention, most of that being theoretical [7]. The bias torwards
the theoretical approach to curved shocks can be attributed to the lack of reliable facilities
for generating them, a flaw which no longer holds [8].
Considering the above, this thesis presents research on the diffraction and reflection of two
dimensional cylindrical shock-waves around convex corners and on curved walls respectively.
Also considered is the propagation of cylindrical shocks in converging–diverging nozzles. As
will be shown, this last case is a combination of the former two. This investigation relies
mostly on the theory of Geometric Shock Dynamics (GSD), also called Whitham’s theory [9],
which is used to calculate shock profiles. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations
are also used as a supplement for experiments.
Plane shocks can be imagined to extend ad–infinitum unlike cylindrical shocks which will,
for all finite radii, be confined to a finite space. When this radius grows without bounds
then the curved shock becomes locally similar to a plane one. Thus, introducing curvature
to the shock introduces a space constraint. It is expected therefore, that this constraint will
affect the quantitative behaviour of the shock while keeping its qualitative behaviour similar
to that of a plane shock.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
Shock wave reflection was first observed in 1878 by Ernst Mach when he discovered the two
shock and the three shock configurations, the latter of which was named after him (Mach
reflection) while the former was called regular reflection [10]. It was only sixty years later that
researchers once again intensively delved into shock reflection phenomena, starting with von
Neumann’s work [11, 12]; the body of knowledge has since widened. In their review, Ben–dor
and Takayama [10] give a concise account of the different shock reflection phenomena that
have since been discovered, and the different criteria that lead to the transition from one type
of reflection to another.
In addition to shock reflection there is interest in the dynamics of shock waves; that is not
to say that the two are mutually exclusive, since to understand shock reflection one needs to
know about shock dynamics. Navier Stokes’ equations or Euler’s equations can be used to
address the dynamics of shock waves; however, Whitham’s Geometric Shock Dynamics [13]
offers a third alternative which is less computer intensive in relation to numerical solutions and
also gives clearer insight into the physical processes occurring in the shock phenomena being
studied. While Euler’s equations are an inviscid approximation to Navier Stokes’ equations
and both take into account the flow field ahead of and behind the shock wave, Geometric
Shock Dynamics (GSD) considers only the shock’s front. By ignoring post shock conditions,
GSD sets itself as an approximate theory. Approximate as it may be, it is still able to predict
some of shocks’ behaviour, particularly strong shocks. Further research has been done to
improve GSD’s accuracy in the weak shock regime.
Shock waves also exist with a variety of geometries, planar, cylindrical, spherical and some,
irregular. These geometries affect how a shock wave behaves and might even bring in new
phenomena such as shock focusing [14, 15]. This chapter discusses research that has been
done in light of the above. In the first section, we discuss the theory of Geometric Shock
Dynamics and its modifications thereof, followed by shock reflection, diffraction and focusing.
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2.1 Geometric Shock Dynamics
In Whitham’s theory, knowledge of the shock’s geometry and Mach number along its profile
are sufficient to predict how it will evolve. In his 1956 paper, Whitham [13] applied this
method to two dimensional shock waves diffracting on convex surfaces and reflecting on
concave surfaces. A distinction is made between diffraction and reflection wherein, diffraction
is characterised by expansion waves and reflection by compression waves. In addition shock
diffraction and reflection, Whitham also used GSD to investigate the stability of shock waves
with non–uniform initial profiles (portions of the shock being planar while some portions are
concave). In its formulation, an arbitrary shock shape was considered making the theory
applicable not only to Whitham’s preliminary investigations, but to a multitude of other
cases.
2.1.1 Formulation of Geometric Shock Dynamics
Whitham [13] considered a sequence of shock profiles, which on the curvilinear co–ordinate
system (Figure 2.1a) are lines of constant α. Lines that are orthogonal to each shock profile
in the sequence are then constructed and these are called rays. These rays are the direction
that a point on the shock would follow as the shock propagates; along these lines β is constant.
This sequence of shocks and set of rays form what is called the ray–shock network (Figure
2.1b).
(a) Coordinate system showing a pair of rays and
two successive position of a shock
(b) Annotated co–ordinate system showing
shocks and rays
Figure 2.1: Curvilinear co–ordinate system used for the formulation of GSD[16]
Because different values of α represent different positions of the shock in time it follows that
α can be related to time. In particular, α = a0t where a0 is the speed of sound ahead of the
shock front. If we consider a small time interval ∆α = a0∆t and partition the shock into
discrete points following which we consider two such discrete points (Figures 2.2), then we
can derive a governing equation for a shock on this system.
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Considering Figure 2.2 the line element along the α axis and β axis are Mδα and Aδβ
respectively. On a two dimensional consideration, A is the distance between points S and P
(Figure 2.2) while for a three dimensional case it would represent the area between the two
rays (SR,PQ). Consider the angle δθ that the ray PQ makes with the xˆ axis (called the
orientation of the shock [16]). From Figure 2.2, δθ is given by:
δθ =
QR− PS
PQ
=
1
Mδα
∂A
∂α
δαδβ (2.1)
Whereupon, as α, β → 0 Equation 2.1 becomes:
∂θ
∂β
=
1
M
∂A
∂α
(2.2)
Similarly, the variation in shock orientation with respect to the β axis is given by Equation
Figure 2.2: A consideration of a small interval (∆α,∆β) [16]
2.3 with reference to Figure 2.2.
Aδβδθ = Mδα−
(
Mδα+
∂M
∂β
δβ
)
δα (2.3)
Which, as δα, δβ → 0 becomes:
∂θ
∂α
= − 1
A
∂M
∂β
(2.4)
Equations 2.2 and 2.4 are easily combined to give Equation 2.5 as the governing equation.
Han and Yin [16] note that, Equation 2.5 does not consider the physical conditions in the
flow field, but merely its geometry. Therefore, the variables A and M as yet do not have
functional relationship. Fortunately, Chester [17] had already addressed this relationship
and later Chisnell [18] and Whitham [9] came up with what is called the Chester Chisnell
Whitham (CCW) relation or Area Mach Number (A–M) relation.
∂
∂α
(
1
M
∂A
∂α
)
+
∂
∂β
(
1
A
∂M
∂β
)
= 0 (2.5)
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2.1.2 The CCW Relation
Working independently, Chester, Chisnell and Whitham derived the same equation for the
variation of shock Mach number with area. In the derivation, they considered a shock wave
propagating in a channel with a slowly changing cross–sectional area (Figure 2.3a). One
dimensional Euler equations were used to account for flow in the channel (Assuming only
flow in the direction of the shock is significant)[2].
∂ρ
∂t
+ ρ
∂u
∂x
+ u
∂ρ
∂x
+ uρ
A′(x)
A(x)
= 0
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+
1
ρ
∂p
∂x
= 0 (2.6)
(a) An example of cross–sectional area variation (b) Shock characteristics in a non–uniform region
Figure 2.3: Varying cross–section with corresponding set of characteristics
If we consider that the post shock conditions are homentropic [16], then Equations 2.6 can
be put into characteristic form. In a homentropic fluid, entropy is constant along and across
streamlines. A homentropic fluid is therefore, isentropic. The fluid’s equation of state can be
expressed as p = p(ρ, S) from which it follows that:
dp =
∂p
∂ρ
dρ+
∂p
∂S
dS
dp = a2dρ+
∂p
∂S
dS (2.7)
Since the fluid is homentropic, the terms dS/dt and dS/dx are zero and we have:
∂p
∂t
= a2
dρ
dt
+
∂p
∂S
dS
dt
= a2
∂ρ
∂t
(2.8)
∂p
∂x
= a2
dρ
dx
+
∂p
∂S
dS
dx
= a2
∂ρ
∂x
(2.9)
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Using Equations 2.8 and 2.9 to substitute for the partial derivatives of ρ with respect to x
and t in the first of Equations 2.6 and multiplying through by a/ρ we get:
1
ρa
∂p
∂t
+ a
∂u
∂x
+
u
ρa
∂p
∂x
= −uaA
′(x)
A(x)
= 0 (2.10)
Adding Equation 2.10 to the second of 2.6 we get the first characteristic equation (Equation
2.11) while subtracting we get the second (Equation 2.12).(
∂u
∂t
+ (u+ a)
∂u
∂x
)
+
1
ρa
(
∂p
∂t
+ (u+ a)
∂p
∂x
)
= − ua
A(x)
dA
dx
(2.11)
(
∂u
∂t
+ (u− a)∂u
∂x
)
+
1
ρa
(
∂p
∂t
+ (u− a)∂p
∂x
)
= − ua
A(x)
dA
dx
(2.12)
These two equations are valid along the C+ and the C− (Figure 2.3b) characteristic respect-
ively. Expressed in characteristic form, the equations are:
ρadu+ dp = − ρua
2
u+ a
dA
A
valid along
dx
dt
= u± a (2.13)
The third characteristic P relates to the path of particles behind the shock wave. Along this
path the entropy is constant according to the homentropic condition and we can show that
this is the particle path [16] by considering the entropy behind the shock as shown in 2.14.
S = S(x, t)
dS =
∂S
∂x
dx+
∂S
∂t
dt
dS
dt
=
dx
dt
∂S
∂x
+
∂S
∂t
dS
dt
= u
∂S
∂x
+
∂S
∂t
= 0 (2.14)
The equality to zero in Equation 2.14 holds because the fluid is homentropic. From the
equation, it follows that the entropy (S) is constant along dx/dt = u. This then, is the P
characteristic in Figure 2.3b.
According to Whitham [13], the C− characteristic represents the reflected and re–reflected
waves which we can reliably ignore; this is called the free propagation assumption. This
assumption has been cited as one of the reasons why Whitham’s method sometimes shows
discrepancies with experimental results [6], particularly for weak shocks, where reflected and
re–reflected waves have more influence. The assumption holds reasonably well for strong
shocks, hence Whitham used the C+ characteristic to represent shock movement and derive
the CCW relation.
Like Equations 2.11 and 2.12, the moving normal shock relations (Equations 2.15) can also be
put into differential form as in Equation 2.16. It is understood that the shock is propagating
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into a stationary gas with uniform fluid properties (State 1) [16].
p2 = p1
(
2γ
γ + 1
M2 − γ − 1
γ + 1
)
ρ2 = ρ1
(γ + 1)M2
(γ − 1)M2 + 2
u2 =
2a1
γ + 1
(
M − 1
M
)
a2 = a1
(2γM2 − (γ − 1))0.5((γ − 1)M2 + 2)0.5
(γ + 1)M
(2.15)
dp2 = p1
4γ
γ + 1
MdM
du2 =
2a1
γ + 1
(
1 +
1
M2
)
dM
ρ2u2 =
ρ1a1M
µ
with µ =
(
(γ − 1)M2 + 2
2γM2 − (γ − 1)
)0.5
(2.16)
On substituting Equations 2.16, 2.17 into 2.13 and simplifying we get the CCW relation
(Equation 2.18) as derived by all three researchers [17, 18, 13].
ρ2a
2
2u2
u2 + a2
=
2ρ1a
2
1µ(M
2 − 1)(2γM2 − (γ − 1))
(2µ(M2 − 1) + ((γ − 1)M2 + 2))(γ + 1) (2.17)
2MdM
(M2 − 1)K(M) +
dA
A
= 0 (2.18)
The function K(M) =
(
2(2µ+ 1 +M−2)
(
1 + 2γ+1
1−µ2
µ
)−1)
and it slowly varies with the
shock’s Mach number. For infinitely strong shocks with γ = 1.4:
K = 0.3941
While for infinitely weak shocks:
K = 0.5
Equations 2.5 and 2.18 together form Whitham’s theory with the necessary boundary and ini-
tial conditions. In order for the CCW relation to be compatible with Equation 2.5, Whitham
assumed that a pair of rays can be treated as if they were the bounding walls thus allowing
for the calculation of shock Mach number for each pair of rays [13].
2.1.3 Characteristic Form
Equation 2.5 is hyperbolic and must therefore represent some wave or disturbance that
propagates on the shock front. Han and Yin [16] show how to cast the equation to character-
istic form allowing for the calculation of the disturbance’s speed and locus. From the CCW
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relation (Equation 2.18), we note that the area is a function of the shock’s Mach number.
Han and Yin then show that, the speed of the disturbance on the shock is:
c = 2
√
− M
A′(M)A
(2.19)
and that, Equation 2.5 in characteristic form is:(
∂θ
∂α
± c ∂θ
∂β
)(
θ ±
∫
dM
Ac
)
= 0 (2.20)
From Equation 2.20, it follows that:
θ ±
∫
dM
Ac
= constant along
dβ
dα
= ±c(M) (2.21)
The equations show that there are potentially two disturbance waves propagating on the
shock. One coming from the upper boundary and another from the lower.
2.2 Shock Reflection
Ben–Dor [19] notes that there are three situations under which unsteady shock wave reflection
may be obtained:
• A shock with uniform strength propagating over an non–straight surface
• A shock with non–uniform strength propagating up a straight surface
• A shock with non–uniform strength propagating up a non–straight surface
In this context, a non–straight surface is either a concave or convex curved wall. Once a
reflection forms, the type of reflection that ensues depends on the shock’s Mach number
and initial wall angle, both of which in turn affect how the reflection evolves from one type
to another. It is also important to distinguish between pseudo-steady and truly unsteady
shock reflection. A straight shock striking a straight inclined surface is an example of a
psuedo–steady reflection while a straight shock climbing up a curved surface exemplifies
truly unsteady flow.
2.2.1 Types of Shock Wave Reflections
Shock reflections are classified into regular and irregular reflections; the latter can be further
broken down into several other types [10].
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2.2.1.1 Regular Reflection
Regular Reflection (RR) is characterised by a two wave system made up of the incident shock
and the reflected shock. The incident shock and the reflected shock are coincident on the
reflecting surface. Figure 2.4, shows a sketch of a typical pseudo–steady regular reflection.
In a reference frame attached to where the shock and reflected shock meet, flow ahead of the
shock (region 1) is deflected through angle δ1 into region 2. The reflected shock then deflects
the flow from region 2 by angle δ2 such that the flow is parallel to the reflecting surface.
Thus, the reflected shock acts to deflect flow such that it is again parallel to the reflecting
surface.
Figure 2.4: A plane shock wave moving from right to left undergoing regular reflection. The
arrows represent fluid flow in the shock’s frame of reference. I and R represent the incident
and reflected shock respectively.
2.2.1.2 Irregular Reflection
Irregular reflections are characterised by a three wave system made up of the incident shock,
the reflected shock and a Mach stem. They can also be split into von Neumann Reflection
(vNR)(Figure 2.5b) [20] and Mach Reflection (MR) (Figure 2.5a). Unlike RR, the three
shocks that make up irregular reflections are coincident at a point called the triple point
removed from the reflecting surface with only the Mach stem coincident with the wall. The
triple point can move either parallel to, towards or away from the reflecting surface; these are
the stationary Mach Reflection (stMR), inverse Mach Reflection (inMR) and the direct Mach
Reflection (diMR) respectively [10]. The locus of this triple point is called the shock–shock
Figure 2.5a shows a fourth feature called the slip stream. This is a shear layer and it separ-
ates regions two and three which are in different thermodynamic states by virtue of having
gone through different processes (From region 0 through the incident and reflected shock to
region 2, while the other goes from region 0 through the Mach stem to region 3). In a von
Neumann reflection (Figure 2.5b), the reflected shock degenerates into compression waves as
it approaches the triple point. This occurs when the incident shock is weak.
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(a) An illustration of a plane shock undergoing
Mach reflection (b) An illustration of a von Neumann reflection
Figure 2.5: Above, the shock is moving from right to left in the lab’s frame of reference. (i)
represents the incident shock, (r) the reflected shock, (m) the Mach stem and (s) the slip
stream. The arrows show the fluid flow on a frame of reference fixed onto the triple point.
Of the three types of Mach reflections mentioned, the inverse and the direct Mach reflections
transition further. The former transitions into a regular reflection with the Mach stem from
the Mach reflection now attached to the reflected wave. This is called a Transitioned Reg-
ular Reflection (TRR)(Figure 2.6) to distinguish it from the usual regular reflection. The
direct Mach reflection,transitions further into Single Mach Reflection (SMR), Double Mach
Reflection (DMR) and Transitioned Mach Reflection (TMR) [21].
Figure 2.6: A TRR moving from right to left in the lab’s frame of reference. i, r1, r2, m and s
refer to the incident shock, first reflected shock, second reflected shock, Mach stem and shear
layer respectively
(a) SMR (b) TMR (c) DMR
Figure 2.7: Sketches of possible transitions for a Direct Mach Reflection [10]
Considering that there these various types of reflections that transition from one type to
another, it follows that there must be some criteria that determines these transitions.
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2.2.2 Transition Criteria
Several transition criteria between the different types of reflections have been suggested:
Hornung’s length scale criterion, von Neumann’s detachment criterion and Henderson and
Lozzi’s mechanical–equilibrium criterion [21].
2.2.2.1 The Length Scale Criterion
Aside from the slip–stream, the distinguishing feature between a regular reflection and a
Mach reflection is the presence of the Mach stem whose length is determined by the flow
conditions. Hornung therefore, argued that a Mach reflection has a length scale which must
be communicated to the triple point by the flow behind the reflected shock. Consider Figure
2.8a, the corner signal propagates with a speed (u2+a2) where u2 and a2 are the flow velocity
and the speed of sound behind the reflected shock respectively. According to the length scale
criterion, regular reflection persists for as long as the speed of the reflection point (R) is
greater than (u2 + a2). A Mach reflection occurs when ever this is no longer the case [22].
(a) Regular Reflection (b) Mach Reflection
Figure 2.8: An illustration of the length scale criterion. I, r, c and R refer to the incident
shock, reflected wave, corner signal and the reflection point respectively
2.2.2.2 The Detachment Criterion
The effect, on the fluid flow, of having a reflected shock is to redirect flow such that it flows in
a direction parallel to the reflecting surface. This is certainly the case with regular reflection.
However, it is possible that the reflected shock in regular reflection cannot deflect the flow
to be parallel the reflecting surface so that the regular reflection must transition to a three
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shock system (Mach reflection). This criterion is also called the maximum deflection criterion
since the reflected shock in regular reflection can no longer deflect the flow enough.
2.2.2.3 The Mechanical Equilibrium Criterion
The detachment and length scale criterion require that the pressure behind the shock makes a
discontinuous change when the shock changes from one type of reflection to another. Hende-
rson and Lozzi [23] proposed that there must be a mechanism, in the form of an expansion
wave, to support the discontinuous pressure change.
2.2.3 Experimental Shock Reflection Investigations
As Ben–Dor’s summary on the state of the art of shock reflections [10] shows, a lot of experi-
mental work has been done in investigating shock reflections, particularly where a shock with
uniform strength propagates up a non–straight surface and an inclined plane (Figure 2.9).
As already alluded to above, regular or irregular reflection may occur on such a plane with
transition from one type of reflection to another predicted reasonably well by the criteria
summarised in the previous section.
(a) Shock Reflection on a straight wall (b) Shock reflection on a curved wall
Figure 2.9: Shock reflection were a shock of uniform strength encounters a non straight wall
(b) and an inclined plane (a) with initial angle θw0. While the plane wall angle is constant,
the curved wall angle continuously increases.
In the two cases presented in Figure 2.9, on the plane wall, the shock–shock propagates
maintaining an angle χ with the wall while on the curved wall, the shock–shock angle varies
when measured with respect to the wall. In the latter case, the Mach stem eventually
decreases to zero length whereupon the Mach reflection transformes into a regular reflection
called a transitioned regular reflection to distinguish it from an ordinary regular reflection.
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Much research has been done on the analytical prediction of the wall angle when transition
occurs [24, 25, 26, 4, 27, 28].
Using Geometric Shock Dynamics, Whitham [13] showed that the trajectory of the triple
point (shock–shock) makes a constant angle χ, given by Equation 2.22, with the wall. This
is in agreement with the self–similar nature of the reflection.
tanχ =
Aw
Mw
(
M2w −M20
A20 −A2w
) 1
2
(2.22)
where, Aw, A0 are the areas between rays on the Mach stem near the wall and on undisturbed
shock respectively while Mw, M0 are the Mach numbers at the wall and undisturbed shock
respectively.
Ben–Dor and Takayama [24] showed that the transition angle over a concave wall surface
is given by either Equations 2.23, or 2.24, where U10 = u1/a0, A10 = a1/a0 and θ
∗
w is the
transition angle. The two alternatives arising because, according to Ben–Dor and Takayama,
the transition occurs whenever the corner signal can no longer catch up with the reflected
shock (see also the length scale criterion (Section 2.2.2.1)). However, the path that the corner
signal follows is subject to assumption.
(a) Possible paths that can be followed by the
corner signal
(b) A reconsideration of the path followed by
the corner signal
Figure 2.10: Shock reflection on a concave surface and the path that is followed by the corner
signal
sin θ∗w
θ∗w
=
Ms
U10 +A10
(2.23)
cos
1
2
θ∗w =
Ms
U10 +A10
(2.24)
Equation 2.23 is derived on the assumption that the corner signal propagates along the
slipstream, while Equation 2.24 assumes that the corner signal takes the shortest possible
path. These are paths b and a respectively in Figure 2.10a. The two expressions also imply
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that the transition point is independent of the wall’s radius; this is likely not accurate as
Ben–Dor and Takayama note that there is lack of good agreement between experiment and
their model. Furthermore, in their derivation, the velocity of the gas behind the shock u1+a1
was assumed to be constant long after the shock has passed.
2 sin
(
θ∗w − θ
2
)
=
A10
Mi
sin θ∗w (2.25)
This assumption is relaxed in Ben–Dor and Takayama’s reconsideration of their method
[26]. In addition a new propagation path, along the curved wall surface, is chosen (Figure
2.10b) to give Equation 2.25 which must be solved numerically. Although Equation 2.25 still
implies that the transition point is independent of wall radius, it gives better agreement with
experimental data and whatever disagreement exists is attributed to viscous effects since it
is known that they can lead to discrepancies of up to 5◦ [26, 27].
An alternative method of determining the transition point is based on that the Mach stem
height reduces to zero at the transition point. Timofeev, et al., [29] used this concept for
their method and compared their results to data from CFD. The transition point is found
to be given by Equation 2.26 where M stw is the Mach number of the Mach stem and M0 the
plane shock’s Mach number. Again, the transition point is found to be independent of the
wall radius.
sin θ∗w
θ∗w
= Ms
〈
1
M stw
〉
(2.26)
The weakness inherent in this method is that it requires knowledge of the Mach stem velocity,
of which there is no reliable method of calculation. Timofeev, et al., state that attempts to
use the CCW relation do not improve agreement between experiment and theory.
On a concave surface, the shock reflection transitions from irregular to regular reflection
(MR to TRR). On a convex cylindrical surface, the opposite happens; the reflection pattern
transitions from regular to Mach reflection (RR to MR). According to Bryson and Gross [5]
the height of the Mach stem is governed by Equation 2.28 where n = 2/K(M) and φ the
angular position of the shock–shock.
dhstem
dφ
= (1 + hstem) tanφ−
1 + 12hstem
cosφ
(
hstem
(1 + hstem) sinφ
) 1
n
(2.27)
when φ = 0, hstem = 0
In the limit where hstem, φ, dhstem/dφ < 1;
hstem = sin
n+1 φ (2.28)
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Figure 2.11: Transition from Regular Reflection to Mach Reflection on a convex cylindrical
wall (T–triple point locus, φ∗–transition point)
2.2.3.1 Reflection of Curved Shock Waves
The reviews in the sections above focus on plane shock waves. The reflection of curved shock
waves has received less attention from an experimental perspective than plane shock waves.
Initial analytical work was done by Guderley [30] where it was shown that the shock strength
of an imploding shock wave (cylindrical or spherical) can be related to it’s radius by Equation
2.29 where z = 0.835249 for cylindrical shocks and z = 0.717174 for spherical shocks in a gas
with heat capacity ratio λ = 1.4.
M
M0
=
(
rs
r0
) z
z−1
(2.29)
Most work reviewed follows on Guderleys work and attempts to corroborate the z expo-
nent [31, 32, 33] using analytical methods, numerical analysis and some experiments. From
Equation 2.29, it is evident that as the shock’s radius varies the shock’s strength also varies.
Consequently, at the very least, there must be quantitative differences between the reflec-
tion of a curved (cylindrical) shock wave and that of a plane shock. Gray and Skews [34,
35] investigated the reflection of such curved shocks. Qualitatively, the reflection patterns
observed resembled those of plane shock waves.
When a plane shock forms a Mach reflection (diMR) on a plane wall, the locus of the shock–
shock maintains a constant angle χ with the wall. In contrast, a cylindrical shock transitions
from an diMR to an stMR to an inMR and finally transitions into a TRR (Figure 2.6) [35].
Considering this transition from MR to TRR, Gray and Skews state that the criteria that
currently make up the state of the art (Section 2.2.2) need to be modified to account for shock
radius since there is significant disagreement in transition points for curved shock waves.
Figure 2.12 shows a curved shock reflecting off of an inclined plane, a case that was invest-
igated by Gray and Skews [35]. Upon reflecting on an inclined wall, Gray and Skews showed
that the length of the Mach stem can be calculated using Equation 2.30, derived considering
Figure 2.12. The Mach numbers of the converging shock and Mach stem were calculated
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Figure 2.12: A curved shock reflecting on an inclined plane with wall angle, a case considered
by Gray and Skews [35]
iteratively using the CCW relation (Equation 2.18). The transition point (MR to TRR) is
taken to be the point were the Mach stem length is zero. Their derivation also assumes that
the Mach stem is straight, an assumption which is later cited as a possible source of error.
Moreover, the model assumes that an irregular reflection always occurs, regardless of the wall
angles. This assumption breaks down for steep walls were regular reflection occurs instead of
irregular reflection. Despite these assumptions, Gray and Skews report that there was good
agreement between the model and experiments.
dhstem
dx
= −Mi
Mw
with hstem = 0 when x = 0. (2.30)
2.3 Shock Diffraction
The section above discusses the interaction between a shock and a concave curved or inclined
wall. However, if a shock encounters a convex curved wall (Figure 2.13a) or a gradual increase
in cross sectional area (Figure 2.13b) diffraction occurs. This is characterised by expansion
waves propagating up the shock wave causing the shock profile to curve. This is in contrast
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to shock reflection were compression waves propagate up the shock upon encountering the
inclined wall.
(a) Shock Diffraction around a sharp corner
(b) Shock diffraction over a convex curved
corner
Figure 2.13: An illustration of two diffraction cases. Case (a) may be viewed as (b) as the
arc length diminishes.
Following on from Lighthill’s work [36], Whitham [13] used his theory of Geometric Shock
Dynamics to calculate the shape of this diffracted shock wave while Skews [3] did an experi-
mental investigation to compare the theory with nature.
2.3.1 The Diffracted Shock Profile
Figure 2.13 shows the so called simple wave diffraction case. It is simple because disturbance
waves only propagate from one end of the shock which also implies that there is only one
characteristic to describe the disturbance. From Equation 2.20, we have:
θ +
∫ M
1
dM
Ac
= θ0 +
∫ M0
1
dM
Ac
= constant along
dβ
dα
= c(M)
θ −
∫ M
1
dM
Ac
= constant everywhere (2.31)
In the expression above, the shock’s initial orientation θ0 and Mach number M0 were used
to define the constant. Without losing generality, the initial orientation can be set to zero so
that:
θ =
∫ M0
M
dM
Ac
(2.32)
If we consider a small wall angle and consider the limiting shock strengths (infinitely weak
and strong), then Whitham [13] showed that Equation 2.32 can be linearised. In particular,
with the help of Equations 2.19 and 2.18, we get that the wall Mach number for a diffracting
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strong (or weak) shock is:
Mw −M0 ∼ 0.4439M0θw Strong (2.33)
Mw −M0 ∼
√
0.5(M0 − 1)θw Weak (2.34)
These results turn out to be close to Lighthill’s [36] results, differing by a factor of 8/(3pi)
for weak shocks and 0.5 for strong shocks. While in relative agreement, both results were
theoretical. A comparison between theory and experiment was made by Skews [3], where
there was excellent correlation between the calculated and observed shock profiles across a
broad range of Mach numbers and wall angles. This agreement is in contrast with the results
observed for the locus of the first disturbance.
2.3.2 Locus of First Disturbance
When a shock encounters a sharp corner such as that shown in Figure 2.14, a series of
expansion waves propagate up along the shock. The point where the plane shock starts to
curve is that point that has been reached by the first disturbance wave generated by this
corner. Using Equation 2.31, the locus of the first disturbance wave is given by Equation
2.35. This is a straight line since the undisturbed part of the shock front has a constant Mach
number (M0); that is, c(M) is constant. The reference frame is set at the corner so that the
constant of integration disappears.
β = c(M)α+ constant
β = c(M0)α (2.35)
Equation 2.35 transforms to Equation 2.36 in the rectangular coordinate system with refer-
ence to Figure 2.13.
y = tan (θ + ν)x (2.36)
The orientation (θ) of the first disturbance is zero and tan ν is given by Equation 2.37 using
Whitham’s theory.
tan ν =
√
(M20 − 1)K(M)
2M20
(2.37)
tan ν =
√
(M20 − 1)((γ − 1)M20 + 2)
(γ + 1)M40
(2.38)
Alternatively, as reported by Whitham [13] and Skews [3], tan ν can be calculated from
Equation 2.38 derived from the theory of sound. Equation 2.38 turns out to be more accurate
than 2.37 when applied to weak shock waves. Figure 2.15 shows the results obtained by Skews.
The discrete data points represent experimental data; evidently, the equation formulated
according to the theory of sound (Equation 2.38) describes the data better.
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Figure 2.14: Locus of the first disturbance
Figure 2.15: Comparison of experimental and theoretical angle of first disturbance data for
diffracting plane shocks[3]. The discrete data points represent experimental data.
2.3.3 Shock Profile
Analytical expressions for the shocks’ profile can be derived from the theory of Geometric
Shock Dynamics. Whitham [13] showed that if the shock is assumed to be infinitely strong,
then its diffracted profile is given by Equation 2.39. The expression is parametrised by the
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shock’s orientation (θ), which varies from 0 to θw. Also, tanλ =
√
n where n = 2/K(M0).
x
M0α
=
(n+ 1)
1
2
n
1
2
exp
θ√
n
sin (λ− θ)
y
M0α
=
(n+ 1)
1
2
n
1
2
exp
θ√
n
cos (λ− θ) (2.39)
For shocks of intermediate strength, the equations of GSD are best solved using numerical
methods. Schwendeman [37, 38] applied the time marching scheme to solve for the diffraction,
reflection and focusing of shocks; alternatively, the method of characteristics could be used.
Skews used the latter method to solve for the diffracted shock profiles and compared the
results to experimental data. While not accurate, GSD was shown to qualitatively predict
the experimentally observed features such as a plane wall shock and points of inflection.
In a more recent study [39], Skews investigated the diffraction of a plane shock around multi–
facetted walls (Figure 2.16). The experimental results were compared with results derived
from Whitham’s theory whereupon the usual conclusions were drawn, i.e. qualitative agree-
ment between experiment and Whitham’s theory while quantitative agreement was observed
to improve with increasing shock strength.
(a) Shock Diffraction around a circular convex
corner
(b) Shock diffraction around a multi–facetted
corner
Figure 2.16: Illustration of shock diffraction around a round and a multi–facetted corner
Bryson and Gross [5] investigated the diffraction of strong shock by cones, cylinders and
spheres. In their work, good correlation between experimental data and Whitham’s theory
was observed.
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2.3.4 Modification to CCW
In general, comparisons of Whitham’s theory with experimental data show that Whitham’s
theory’s accuracy improves with increasing shock strength. A reason for the discrepancies
between the theory and experiment is that the former ignores post shock conditions (Free
propagation assumption) in deriving the CCW relation. Thus, modifications to the theory
have focused on accounting for conditions behind the shock. Rosciszewski [40], Oshima et
al., [41], and Yousaf [42] determined the error in using the CCW relation and obtained a
correction term in that regard; however, Milton’s [6] modification of the CCW relation is
more useful, although only strong shocks were accounted for in his consideration of post
shock conditions. Itoh et al., [43] extended Milton’s results to cover the range from weak to
strong shocks (Equation 2.40).
dA
A
= −
(
2M
(M2 − 1)K(M) +
η
M
)
dM = 0
where
η =
(
1− M
2
0
M2
)
(F + 2B)E
(M2 − 1)BD +
1
2
ln
(
A0
A
)
D
3
2 (M2 + 1) + 4(M2 − 1)2F
(M2 − 1)DE
B = 2γM2 − (γ − 1)
C = (γ − 1)M2 + 2
D = BC
E = 2(M2 − 1) +
√
D
F = (γ − 1)(1 + γM4) (2.40)
2.4 Generation of Curved Shock Waves
Generating shock waves with a curved profile is a challenge [44, 45]. In this section we discuss
three methods for generating curved shocks that have been investigated. A curved shock in
this context refers to a cylindrical shock, bearing in mind that other shapes can be envisaged
such as spherical and elliptic. The three methods are;
1. When a plane shock propagates on a concave cylindrical wall, compression waves
propagate along the shock and in the process changing the shock’s curvature. With
an appropriately shaped wall almost cylindrical shocks can be created [46, 45]
2. Accelerating an appropriately shaped piston into a stationary gas [47]. The accelerating
piston pushes the fluid ahead of it. Upon coalescence of the compression waves so
generated, a shock in the shape of the piston is formed.
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3. Allowing a plane shock to pass through an appropriately shaped annular region [14, 8].
This is the method that was used in this research to generate cylindrical shocks, Figure
2.17 shows a sketch of a plate that was used. A plane shock whose plane is parallel to
the plate’s plane imparts onto the plate. The region of the shock that imparts the plate
is reflected back while the rest passes through the annulus and adopting its shape. The
shock in the annulus then takes a 90◦ turn into the test region.
Figure 2.17: A plate for generating cylindrical shocks with an annular region in the shape of
a circular arc
The first method has received a lot of attention [48, 49, 50] and as such, a brief description
of it is given. From a geometric shock dynamics perspective, the merit of the method is
evident when the problem of generating a cylindrical shock is reverse engineered. The desired
cylindrical shock, is known and the problem is to determine the shape of the walls that
transform a plane to a cylindrical shock. This is then done by re–tracing characteristics from
the cylindrical shock back to the plane shock as shown by Saillard [49].
While theoretically feasible, wall shaping is not always practical. According to Dumitrescu
[50], wall imperfections and instabilities within the shock will prevent a uniform cylindrical
shock from forming. Furthermore, the required length of shaped wall might be too long.
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Chapter 3 Research Objectives
As is evident in the reviewed literature, most work on the reflection, diffraction and propaga-
tion of shock waves has been focused on plane shocks. In this research,that is extended to
cover cylindrical (curved) shock segments. It is expected that cylindrical shock waves will
behave similarly to plane shock waves from a qualitative perspective, albeit with quantitative
differences. The particular objectives are;
1. To investigate the diffraction of cylindrical shock wave segments on convex corners.
2. To investigate the reflection of two dimensional cylindrical shock wave segments on
cylindrical wall segments with initial wall angle of 0◦.
3. To investigate the propagation of cylindrical shock wave segments in a nozzle.
Regarding the first objective, the shape of the diffracted shock wave and the shock’s behaviour
thereof are of interest. Use is made of Whitham’s theory to calculate the diffracted shock
profiles and comparisons made with experiment.
In relation to the second objective, the experimentally observed shock profiles are to be
compared with predictions from Whitham’s theory and CFD. Two predictions are critical,
the the initial formation of Mach reflection and the transition back to regular reflection (TRR)
and how they are affected by shock and wall radius and Mach number
For the third objective, a cylindrical shock wave segment propagates in a converging–diverging
nozzle. An answer to whether Whitham’s theory is adequate to describe this motion is sought.
It is also not clear whether the shock will form discontinuities since it is converging on itself
as well as in a converging–diverging channel.
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Chapter 4 Investigation Methods
Experimental and numerical methods were employed in a bid to meet the set objectives. Most
of the investigation was carried out using numerical methods. Commercial computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) software was used. Aside from CFD, it was required to solve Whitham’s
equations for which analytical solutions exist only for simple conditions. Owing to that,
Whitham’s equations were solved numerically for the cases considered here. Shock–tube
experiments complimented the numerical work done by serving as a form of corroboration or
negation of the numerical findings.
4.1 Shock Tube
The Large Scale Diffraction Shock Tube (LSDST) (Table 4.1), designed by Lacovig [51] and
housed at Barloworld Laboratories at the University of the Witwatersrand, was used for the
experimental investigations. The tube is air driven, with the driven section open to ambient
conditions; its cross section is rectangular in shape. Based on design specifications, the driver
section can be pressurised up to a pressure of 10 bar, but safety dictates a maximum operating
pressure of only 4 bar. The LSDST produces plane shock waves, which by use of the annular
Table 4.1: Shock Tube Dimensions
Driver section length 2 m
Driven section length 6 m
Channel cross–section 450 mm × 100 mm
method (Section 2.4), are transformed into two dimensional cylindrical shock waves. The
transformation from a two dimensional plane shock to a two dimensional cylindrical shock is
achieved by use of a test rig attached to the end of the LSDST. An image of the test rig is
shown in Figure 4.1. This rig was designed based on the work by Skews et al., [8].
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(a) A picture of the test section with 225 mm
test pieces installed
(b) The chamber in which the cylindrical
shock propagates
(c) The shock–tube and auxiliary equipment used to run experiments. This is to
be compared to Figure 4.2, a sketch of the plan view of the setup
Figure 4.1: A sketch of the rig in which the cylindrical shock propagates after being made
by using the annular method
The cylindrical shock produced by the rig has a radius of 465 mm and a span of 55◦. The
length of the propagation chamber is 300 mm, and within it the shock accelerates resulting
in a slightly stronger shock with an initial radius of 165 mm interacting with the test pieces.
The modular nature of the rig allows for different geometries to be investigated; the geometry
is varied by swapping the test pieces (Figure 4.1b). Sketches of the test pieces are shown in
Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
The test pieces shown in Figure 4.3 were used to form a channel through which the shock
propagates. The test pieces were made in pairs (i.e. Two 225 mm, two 150 mm and two
piecewise polynomial peices) so that a symmetric channel could be made. Moreover, the
pieces and the propagation chamber walls are tangential at their meeting point. Figure 4.1b
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Figure 4.2: Plan view of the experimental setup and auxillary connections for the shock–tube
(a) 225 mm radius test
piece
(b) 150 mm radius test
piece
(c) Piecewise polynomial
test piece
Figure 4.3: Schematics of test pieces that were used to create a nozzle
shows how the propagation chamber and the test pieces join together to form the channel.
The propagation chamber is also at ambient conditions prior to the passage of the shock.
Figure 4.4 shows the test pieces that were used to investigate shock reflection. Like the test
pieces in Figure 4.3, they are tangential to the propagation chamber walls yet unlike them,
they have a monotonically increasing gradient. The propagation chamber’s upper wall is
extended by the piece sketched in Figure 4.4e, thus forming an asymmetric channel. The test
pieces (Figures 4.4a to 4.4e) are used to form the cylindrical wall (Figure 4.5) on which the
shock reflects. With this configuration, all disturbances that are generated originate from
the lower concave wall. An illustration of the configuration is shown in Figure 4.5.
The Mach number of the shock in the LSDST is determined by the pressure ratio in the driver
and driven section. This is the shock’s initial Mach number when it enters the propagation
chamber, but not the Mach number that would be measured when the shock interacts with
the test pieces. The shock’s Mach number when it interacts with the test pieces must be
calculated by use of either the Area–Mach number relation (Equation 2.18) or Guderley’s
relation (Equation 2.29). For this calculation, we need the shock’s initial radius when it
enters the chamber (R = 465 mm), the radius when it first interacts with the test piece (R
= 165 mm) and the shock’s initial Mach number (Assumed to be that measured from the
LSDST). The shock’s Mach number in the LSDST was calculated by measuring the time it
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takes the shock to traverse the space between two pressure transducers (5 cm apart) in the
tube (Figure 4.2).
(a) 82 mm radius test piece (b) 100 mm radius test piece (c) 140 mm radius test piece
(d) 180 mm radius test piece (e) Upper patch piece
Figure 4.4: Concave wall for investigating shock reflection
Figure 4.5: Concave test pieces assembled together with the propagation chamber
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4.2 Flow Visualisation
The z–schlieren flow visualisation technique was used for capturing image data (Figure 4.6).
The technique relies on the variation in refractive index of the fluid, with respect to the
fluid’s density variation. Table 4.2 shows the specifications of the equipment that was used.
The camera was set to a frame rate of 60000 frames per second resulting in images with a
resolution of 640 px × 310 px. Its shutter speed was set to 10-6s. One caveat with the camera
used is that when the frame rate increased, image resolution decreased. While it would have
been ideal to use the maximum possible frame rate, this limitation meant a compromise had
to be made.
Figure 4.6: z–Schlieren technique
Table 4.2: Flow Visualisation Equipment and Specification
Camera PHOTRON® SA5, 60000 fps at 1µs shutter speed
Light Source Megaray® MR2175LAB light source
Knife Edge A razor blade mounted on an adjustable stand was used
Slit Two razor blades mounted side by side were used to form
an adjustable width slit
Mirrors Two parabolic mirrors with focal lengths of 1840 mm were
used
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4.3 Operation
Figure 4.2 shows the set up of the shock tube as well as the other supporting apparatus.
In order to execute an experiment, a diaphragm is fitted between the driver and the driven
section. Thereafter, the ambient temperature is measured followed by the pressurisation of
the driver section and the pulling of the firing pin. A plane shock wave then propagates down
the driven section. A set of two pressure transducers that are 5 cm apart and 110 cm from
the end of the driven section are used to measure the time it takes the shock to traverse
that distance. The plane shock then enters the test section and is transformed into a two
dimensional cylindrical shock by the annular method.
The two pressure transducers are connected to a signal amplifier which in turn feeds the
signal to an oscilloscope for time measurement. The oscilloscope sends a trigger signal to a
delay box (set to delay the signal by 2100 µs) before triggering the camera. In the event of
the tube misfiring or not firing at all, the high pressure air supply is closed and the vent valve
slowly opened to let out the air in the driver.
4.4 Numerical Analysis
MATLAB® 2012b and ANSYS® Fluent 15.0 were the primary tools used for numerical
analysis. The former was used for numerically solving Whitham’s equations while the latter
was used to run CFD simulations with its associated post processor for analysing the data
produced.
Computational Fluid Dynamics
The sketches in Figure 4.7 illustrate the geometry that was used in setting up CFD simulations
for each of the cases considered. All simulations were transient, modeled assuming an inviscid
fluid and ideal gas model. Assuming that the fluid was inviscid implies that effects due to
the presence of the boundary layer were missed. Other critical solver settings are shown in
Table 4.3.
The flow field and pressure outlet boundary were initialised to ambient conditions, while
the pressure inlet boundary was patched with the shock conditions i.e, the shock’s ~x and ~y
velocity components, pressure and temperature. During the simulation, it was also necessary
to perform density gradient adaptation in order to increase the shock’s resolution.
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(a) Geometry used to simulate shock diffrac-
tion on a convex corner
(b) Geometry used to simulate shock wave re-
flection on cylindrical surface
(c) Geometry used to simulate a shock wave
in a channel
Figure 4.7: Typical sketches of geometries used in CFD simulations
Table 4.3: Flow Visualisation Equipment and Specification
Boundary Conditions Shock specific
Formulation Implicit
Flux Type ROE–FDS
Gradient Least squares cell based
Flow Second order upwind
Transient Formulation Second order implicit
Courant Number 1
Geometric Shock Dynamics
Whitham’s equations were solved using the time marching scheme as described by Schwende-
man [37]. This involved discretising the shock front into several points which then propagate
in a direction perpendicular to the shock front at that point. The Mach number of each point
was determined by using the Area–Mach number relation with the Itoh et. al., modification
[43]. Before implementation in Matlab, a transformation from the curvilinear coordinates to
rectangular coordinates was made. Consider Figure 4.8; According to Figure 4.8, we have:
dx = M cos (θ)dα+A sin (θ)dβ (4.1)
Since x depends on α and β (x = x(α, β)) we also have
dx =
∂x
∂α
dα+
∂x
∂β
dβ (4.2)
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Figure 4.8: Transformation from curvilinear coordinates to rectangular coordinates
Comparing Equations 4.1 and 4.2 we observe that;
∂x
∂α
= M cos (θ) (4.3)
A similar derivation and comparison, when done on the y–coordinate, shows that;
∂y
∂α
= M sin (θ) (4.4)
We also recall that α = a0t where a0 is the speed of sound so that we can rewrite 4.3 and 4.4
above as;
d ~X
dt
= Ma0~n (4.5)
where, ~X = (x, y), ~n = (cos θ, sin θ); ~n is the normal vector for each point on the shock front.
The total derivative in Equation 4.5 arises because the equation is valid at constant β, i.e.
for each point on the discretised shock front. Equation 4.5 is further discretised to 4.6.
~X(t+ δt)i = ~X(t)i + a0Mi~niδt (4.6)
The subscript i indicates that the expression is evaluated at the ith point on the shock front.
This is done for all points on the shock front.
Adaptation was applied depending on the spacing of points that define the shock front.
Adaptation here, means either deletion or addition of points on the shock front in the event
that they concentrate or spread out respectively. This is necessary since otherwise, the
number of points defining the shock profile get concentrated on a small region of the shock
front, resulting in noise, or spread out thereby causing poor shock front definition. An
example is shown in Figure 4.9; in 4.9a application of adaptation results in a well behaved
shock front while in 4.9b the shock front misbehaves.
The region where a shock–shock forms on the shock front is characterised by high curvature
and a concentration of points. Thus, the consequence of point deletion is that a trace of the
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(a) Converging cylindrical shock with adapta-
tion
(b) Converging cylindrical shock without ad-
aptation
Figure 4.9: Illustrating the effect of point deletion
shock–shock can also be simulated instead of the theory breaking down as expected. Where
a shock–shock forms, the C+ characteristics cross resulting in a multivalued region. Whether
the trace is accurate or not can be seen in subsection 5.1.2.
Owing to the noisy nature of numerical differentiation, Jacobi smoothing is applied wherein
order two flactuations are smoothed out. The second order derivative at point i is given as;
d2 ~Xi
ds2
=
~Xi−1 − 2 ~Xi + ~Xi+1
2∆s
(4.7)
By setting d
2 ~Xi
ds2
= 0 then,
~Xi =
1
2
( ~Xi+1 + ~Xi−1) (4.8)
This smoothing process is done as often as necessary to maintain a smooth profile.
As seen in Figure 4.5, only a limited region is available for observation in shock-tube exper-
iments. Thus, to get correspondence between experiments, CFD and GSD one has to first
trace the profile of the shock front when it first becomes visible in the test section. Thereafter,
a circular arc is fit to these coordinates and used to regenerate a high resolution shock front;
an assumption made is that the shock profile is still circular.
4.5 Potential Sources of Error
The last paragraph of the last section highlights one source of error. The initial shock profile
shape’s accuracy is dependent on how well the shape was traced in the images obtained.
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Figure 4.10: A trace of the experimental shock front for use in numerical simulation
Figure 4.10 shows such a trace for a shock propagating in a converging–diverging nozzle.
Due to the apparent shock thickness, locating the exact position of the shock is not possible.
This was combated by tracing the shock three times and averaging the calculated shock
radius. The shock illustrated in Figure 4.10 has a thickness of 4.5 px at that zoom level.
The scale was worked out to be 2.15 px/mm implying a shock thickness of 2 mm. This then
becomes the uncertainty in the shock’s position which must be kept in mind.
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Chapter 5 Curved Shock Diffraction
In this chapter the diffraction of curved shock waves is considered. Similar to plane shocks,
this occurs when a shock encounters a convex corner or propagates on a wall whose gradient
is decreasing. In the following sections, the diffraction of cylindrical shock waves with radii
50 mm, 100 mm and 165 mm is investigated. In the last section, the domain is increased to
include a discussion of an elliptical shock, albeit briefly. Generally, the qualitative behaviour
of cylindrical shocks is similar to that of plane shocks, while the elliptic shock has a nuance
in its diffracted profile making it qualitatively different. However, quantitative behaviour is
different in both cases. While plane shock wave diffraction is self similar in time, cylindrical
and elliptic shocks have a time dependency; in that regard, a model for calculating the locus
of the inflection point is presented.
5.1 Diffracting Cylindrical Shock Segments
Figure 5.1a shows a general case were a cylindrical shock encounters a convex corner which
results in shock diffraction. Unlike plane shocks where it can be imagined that diffraction
occurs at one end while the other end of the shock extends indefinitely, cylindrical shocks
dictate that both ends be always bound by a wall. As will be seen in the next section, this
has important consequences to the diffracted shock’s behaviour.
This investigation was carried from two perspectives which are CFD and use of Whitham’s
theory (GSD). All investigations and simulations were done on a shock with a span of 55◦
diffracting on a wall with an angle of 27.5◦. A case for a shock diffracting on a 45◦ degree
wall is also presented. The shock’s initial Mach number is taken to be the Mach number that
the shock has when it reaches the corner.
General features that characterise the diffracting shock are shown in Figure 5.1b, which as
has been mentioned are qualitatively the same as those of plane shocks. The shock front is
split into two regions, the diffracted shock and the portion that’s still yet to be diffracted.
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(a) An illustration of a configuration that
results in shock diffraction
(b) Typical features in a diffracting shock
wave
Figure 5.1: General configuration of a diffracting cylindrical shock and the typical features
observed upon diffraction
The point where the two meet is called the inflection point owing to the change of curvature
at that point. Upon encountering the corner, a sequence of expansion waves propagate up
along the shock, the first of which is called the first disturbance. A vortex is also formed, but
it is ignored on the assumption that it has no significant effect on the shock front [52, 3].
5.1.1 Shock Profiles
Figure 5.2 shows a CFD time series for a shock with an initial Mach number of 1.5 diffracting
around a 27.5◦ corner. Until a time of approximately 238 µs, the diffracting shock wave
behaves similarly to a diffracting plane shock. The first disturbance partitions the shock front
into two portions, the diffracted shock and the yet to be diffracted shock. However, after
the first disturbance reflects off of the wall (Figure 5.2g) a Mach reflection like configuration
develops behind the shock and is fully developed at 360 µs; a phenomenon that is not reported
by any of the literature reviewed. In Figure 5.3, with the Mach number and shock radii
unchanged, the wall angle was increased to 45◦ and a similar trend is observed. Significantly,
the first disturbance reflects off of the upper wall at the same time in both cases (238 µs)
implying independence between wall angle and the propagation of the first disturbance.
Key to explaining the formation of the Mach reflection like configuration is considering the
fluid behind the shock. The expansion waves generated at the corner propagate into a fluid
that has already been conditioned by the shock. An important factor is the direction in
which the fluid properties vary relative the expansion wave’s direction. Figure 5.4 shows the
temperature behind a diffracted shock on a 45◦ wall. In Figure 5.4a, the expansion waves are
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(a) 100 µsec (b) 120 µsec (c) 140 µsec
(d) 180 µsec (e) 220 µsec (f) 238 µsec
(g) 270 µsec (h) 310 µsec (i) 360 µsec
(j) 380 µsec (k) 400 µsec (l) 415 µsec
(m) 425 µsec (n) 450 µsec (o) 490 µsec
Figure 5.2: Numerical schlieren images for a 165 mm radius cylindrical shock wave with
initial strength of Mach 1.5 diffraction around a 27.5◦ corner
yet to reflect off the wall, while Figure 5.4b is after reflection. Density and pressure follow a
similar trend as temperature. Before reflecting off the wall, the wall disturbances propagate
into a region of higher temperature. Thus, each disturbance that follows the first is weaker.
However, after reflection the disturbances propagate into a region with a lower temperature.
Consequently, each disturbance that follows the first is stronger resulting in coalescence and
formation of the Mach like configuration.
The explanation above implies that the Mach reflection configuration can also form on a
plane shock when the first disturbance reflects off the top wall. However, a simulation of a
plane shock diffracting on a 45◦ wall (Figure 5.5) showed that it does not. Even if it did;
unlike a cylindrical shock where the top boundary wall is defined by the shock parameters
(shock radius and θspan), the position of the top boundary wall of a plane shock is entirely
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(a) 100 µsec (b) 120 µsec (c) 140 µsec
(d) 180 µsec (e) 220 µsec (f) 238 µsec
(g) 270 µsec (h) 310 µsec (i) 360 µsec
(j) 380 µsec (k) 400 µsec (l) 415 µsec
Figure 5.3: A CFD simulation of a 165 mm radius cylindrical shock wave with initial strength
of Mach 1.5 diffraction around a 45◦ corner
arbitrary. Thus, a cylindrical shock offers one constraint that a plane shock doesn’t which
makes the Mach reflection like configuration unique on the former.
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(a) Before disturbances reflect off of the wall (b) After disturbances reflect off of the wall
Figure 5.4: The density behind a 165 mm diffracted shock wave on a 45◦ wall. The arrows
show the direction of propagation of disturbances on the shock front
(a) Before expansion waves reflect off of the
top wall
(b) After expansion waves reflect off of the top
wall
Figure 5.5: Diffraction of a plane shock with Mach number 1.5 around a 45◦ corner
5.1.2 GSD Shock Profiles
Consider Figure 5.7a which shows the shock profiles corresponding to the shock shown in
Figure 5.2. These were calculated using Whitham’s theory with the modified CCW relation.
A corresponding Mach number plot is shown in Figure 5.7b. This is a plot of the shock’s
Mach number in space (frozen in time). In light of the discussion above, Whitham’s theory
shows remarkable agreement with experiment in so far as it predicts the qualitative evolution
of the shock’s profile. Quantitatively, Whitham’s theory falls short with the locus from
GSD differing from that from CFD (Figure 5.6). This, is despite the use of the Itoh et al.,
modified CCW relation. The formation of the Mach like configuration implies the crossing
of C+ characteristics. It follows therefore, that GSD is not applicable soon as the Mach like
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configuration forms; that GSD was able to trace its locus is a consequence of point deletion
mentioned in section 4.4.
Figure 5.6: A comparison of the Mach reflection like configuration locus from GSD and CFD.
(-o- CFD -GSD)
(a) Shock profiles calculated using GSD (b) Shock Mach numbers
Figure 5.7: GSD shock profiles and Mach number of a 165 mm shock diffracting shock with
an initial Mach number of 1.5 on a 27.5◦ wall
5.1.3 The Effect of Wall Angle
In light of the CCW relation the role of the wall angle is immediately obvious, since it determ-
ines the cross–section area of the channel through which the shock propagates. According to
the CCW relation, the cross-section area determines the shock’s strength. For a shock with
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a span of θspan, two regimes can be predicted, one with a wall angle less than and another
greater than θspan. The cross–section area decreases and increases for wall angles greater
than and less than θspan respectively.
Figure 5.8: Effect of wall angle variation on shock diffraction illustrated through four wall
angles. The locus of the Mach reflection like configuration is shown by the dashed lines.
Figure 5.8 shows the shock profiles for a 165 mm shock with an initial strength of Mach 1.5.
In the figure, four wall angles are shown with their corresponding shock profiles. What is
immediately obvious is that the profiles are coincident except when close to the lower wall.
The deviations of the shock profiles close to the wall are understood as being due to the
requirement that the shocks must always be perpendicular to the wall. This results in the
shocks having different constraints at the lower walls. This is in contrast to the upper wall
where the shock profiles are coincident. In line with the coincidence of the shock profiles is
the coincidence of the locus of the Mach like configurations, similarly to the shock profiles
they deviate when they approach the lower wall.
At an angle of 90◦ the shock’s strength at the wall becomes vanishingly small with time.
Both Figure 5.8 and 5.9c illustrate this; in the former, aside from the Mach reflection like
configuration, the shock profiles shape is seen to suddenly change. The Mach number plot
shows that the shock’s strength becomes negligible starting from the lower wall. This is the
reason for the shock shape’s change.
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(a) Shock Mach numbers on a 45◦ wall (b) Shock Mach numbers on a 60◦ wall
(c) Shock Mach numbers on a 90◦ wall
Figure 5.9: GSD shock profiles and Mach number of a 165 mm shock diffracting shock with
an initial Mach number of 1.5 on a 27.5◦ wall
5.2 The Locus of First Disturbance
The first disturbance was defined afore as the first of the sequence of expansion waves em-
anating from the convex corner upon the passage of a shock wave while the inflection point
is where this first disturbance intersects with the shock front. For a plane shock, the locus
of this inflection point is known to be a straight line [3]. This is so because a plane shock
propagates at a constant Mach number, thus so does the inflection point whose speed de-
pends on the unperturbed shock’s Mach number. However, this can no longer be the case
for a cylindrical shock, since it’s Mach number is a function of the shock’s radius which in
turn varies with time. In this section, we’ll determine the locus of the inflection point by
appealing to Whitham’s theory and a geometric argument.
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Figure 5.10: The locus of a cylindrical shock wave using a geometric argument
5.2.1 Geometric Method
The geometric argument for the locus of the inflection point relies on Figure 5.10. Two
assumptions are made about the wall: the effect of the wall on the shock is to initiate the
propagation of the disturbances up along the shock and to provide a boundary condition
for the shock. On the former, the shock is always perpendicular to the wall surface. The
disturbances that are generated by the corner propagate at a finite speed, thus, we consider
a small time interval ∆t when the disturbance has propagated small distance up along the
shock. If ∆t is sufficiently small, then we can approximate the path that the first disturbance
moves by a straight line. Alternatively, the shock may be considered to be planar tangential
to shock at that point (say point O Figure 5.10). That way, the locus of the first disturbance
is a straight line.
In the small time interval considered, the undisturbed portion of the shock moves to point A,
while the first disturbance propagates along OA making an angle ν1 with the x–axis.. Now,
at point A the shock is propagating in the direction of its normal AO′ while a disturbance
propagates along the shock. These are the same conditions that existed at point O, thus
point A can be treated as another convex corner (a virtual corner) with AA′ forming a
virtual wall. Again, considering a small time interval ∆t we can regard the shock to be
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planar and tangential to the curved shock at A. In that short interval, the first disturbance
propagates along AB. This is repeated until the locus of the first disturbance is produced.
To calculate the paths OA, AB, . . . we recall Equation 2.38 which is applicable since for small
∆t considered, the shock is assumed to be planar. Furthermore, in that interval the shock
also propagates a small distance δr which is assumed to be small enough that the shock’s
strength is constant in that period. Suppose that the shock’s strength at point O(x0, y0) is
M0, then in the small time interval considered we have the new position of the shock given
by;
Xi+1 = Xi + a0MiNx∆t
Yi+1 = Yi + a0MiNy∆t (5.1)
where, Xi is a column vector of the x coordinates of the points that make up the shock while
Yi is the column of the y coordinates. The subscript i refers to the successive positions of the
shock front. a0 is the speed of sound ahead of the shock, Mi, the shock’s Mach number and
(Nx, Ny) an n× 2 matrix for the normals of the each of the points that describe the shock.
yi = tan (ν)(xi − xi−1) + yi−1 (5.2)
Using Equation 2.38, and that the shock’s strength at O is M0, ν1 can be calculated. OA
is then expressed by Equation 5.2 where the coordinates of point A, (x1, y1), are found as a
solution of the intersection of the shock with OA. The shock strength at the new position is
calculated using the CCW relation (Equation 2.18) and coordinates for points B, C . . . are
calculated using the same method as for A.
5.2.2 Application of Method
The method presented above was applied to cylindrical shock waves with radii 50 mm, 100
mm and 200 mm shock waves, diffracting around a 27.5◦ corner. Results from the method
were compared to locus obtained from tracking the inflection point in CFD simulations.
Figures 5.11–5.14 show the results which are seen to be reasonably good.
A chi squared (χ2) goodness of fit test was done to find out how well the model and CFD
correspond; this is shown in Table 5.1 where;
χ2 =
(O − E)2
E
In the expression above, O refers to observed values (from CFD in this case) while E refers to
expected values from the proposed model. The values referred to here are the y–coordinates
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Figure 5.11: The locus of the inflection on a 50 mm shock at Mach 1.5 (– Geometric Model
◦ Locus from CFD data)
Figure 5.12: The locus of the inflection on a 100 mm shock at Mach 1.2 (– Geometric Model
◦ Locus from CFD data)
Figure 5.13: The locus of the inflection on a 100 mm shock at Mach 1.5 (– Geometric Model
◦ Locus from CFD data)
taken from corresponding x–coordinates. From the data in the Table 5.1 we get that, χtotal =
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Figure 5.14: The locus of the inflection on 200 mm shock at Mach 1.5 (– Geometric Model ◦
Locus from CFD data)
Table 5.1: χ2 analysis corresponding to the data in Figure 5.14
Observed (O)×10−3 Expected (E)×10−3 χ2 statistic ×10−6
1.47 1.92 104
3.11 3.32 13.1
4.25 4.67 37.3
6.41 6.60 5.54
8.68 8.92 6.33
10.6 10.8 3.61
11.8 12.2 13.4
13.5 14.2 37.5
15.4 16.4 64.1
18.1 19.0 42.0
21.4 21.6 2.02
24.8 24.9 1.05
27.9 28.6 19.2
346.15 × 10−6. The number of degrees of freedom for this analysis is one; the shock’s Mach
number. Using χ2 tables, the confidence interval is given at 99%. This number implies that
there is no significant difference between the values measured from CFD and those calculated
by use of the proposed model.
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5.3 Analytical Derivation of Equation for First Disturbance
The locus of the first disturbance on a plane shock can be found by solving, as Whitham
did, Equation 5.3. As was shown in Section 2.3.2, the locus is found to be a straight line;
y = tan (θ + ν)(x− x0) + y0 [16].
θ +
∫
dM
Ac
= constant along
dy
dx
= tan(θ + ν) (5.3)
The difference between the plane-shock case and the cylindrical case is that, the shock’s
orientation (θ) and Mach number vary; this must be accounted for when doing a similar cal-
culation. The calculation can be simplified by transforming Equation 5.3 from a rectangular
co–ordinate system (x, y) to a polar co–ordinate system (r, θ).
5.3.1 Polar Co–ordinate Transformation
Consider Figure 5.15 which shows two possible configurations of a cylindrical shock. The
origin is placed at the shock’s focal point (O), D is the position of the first disturbance on
the shock, r the shock’s radius and θ is the angle made with the x–axis. r and θ together
identify D on a polar system. For a convex shock (Figure 5.15a) the orientation of the shock
is θ∗ in the polar system while the concave shock’s orientation is −θ∗.
Equation 5.4 shows that transformation from rectangular to polar co–ordinates, which on
substituting into the characteristic equation (Equation 5.3) becomes Equation 5.5 and 5.6 for
the concave and convex cylindrical shocks respectively.
dy
dx
=
sin θ drdθ + r cos θ
cos θ drdθ − r sin θ
(5.4)
sin θ drdθ + r cos θ
cos θ drdθ − r sin θ
= tan(θ + ν) (5.5)
sin θ drdθ + r cos θ
cos θ drdθ − r sin θ
= tan(θ − pi + ν) (5.6)
Notice that the shock orientation angle is signed, (θ∗ < 0 in Figure 5.15b and θ∗ > 0 in
Figure 5.15a). This means that the relationship between θ∗ and θ is θ−θ∗ = pi and θ∗ = θ for
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convex and concave cases respectively. Upon simplification, Equations 5.5 and 5.6 become
Equation 5.7.
tan ν
dr
dθ
= r boundary conditions
r = r0 when θ = 0 convexr = r0 when θ = pi concave (5.7)
(a) Orientation of a convex shock (b) Orientation of a concave shock
Figure 5.15: Two possible shock configurations for a cylindrical shock
There are two ways in which Equation 5.7 can be solved, numerically or analytically. The
numerical solution gives the same results as the geometric method presented before. Analyt-
ically, one notes that ν depends on the shock’s Mach number which in turn depends on the
shock’s radius. Consequently, 5.7 becomes;
∫ r
r0
tan ν(r˜)
r˜
dr˜ =
∫ θ
θ0
dθ˜ (5.8)
Expressing tan ν(r˜) explicitly as a function of r˜ might be tedious task; so here we use
Whitham’s version (Equation 2.37) of tan ν together with Guderley’s relation (Equation
2.29) for cylindrical shocks [9]. In Equation (2.29), z = 0.835)
tan ν =
√
(M2 − 1)K(M)
2M2
M = M0
(
r
r0
) z
z−1
As a further simplification, consider the limiting case of shock strength (weak or strong).
Then we can set K(M) to a constant such that we can write the right hand side of 2.37 as
κ
√
(1− 1/M2) with κ = √K(M)/2. Since 1/M2 < 1 and is strictly positive then we can
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expand the resulting expression as a binomial expansion.
tan ν =κ
(
1− 1
2
1
M2
− 1
2
1
2
1
2
1
M4
− 1
6
1
2
1
2
3
2
1
M6
− . . .
)
tan ν =κ
(
1− 1
2M2
− 1
8M4
− 1
16M6
− . . .
)
(5.9)
Before substituting Equation 2.29 into 5.9, we set zz−1 = −ω where ω > 0 and ζ = M0rω0 .
We can then write 2.29 as 5.10 where ζ is constant.
M = ζr−ω (5.10)
Substituting 5.10 into 5.9 we get;
tan ν =κ
(
1− r
2ω
2ζ2
− r
4ω
8ζ4
− r
6ω
16ζ6
− . . .
)
(5.11)
Substituting 5.11 into 5.12 we get;∫ r
r0
κ
r˜
(
1− r˜
2ω
2ζ2
− r˜
4ω
8ζ4
− r˜
6ω
16ζ6
− . . .
)
dr˜ =
∫ θ
θ0
dθ˜ (5.12)
Integrating 5.12 gives the expression for the locus of the first disturbance in polar coordinates.(
κ ln r˜ − κr˜
2ω
4ωζ2
− κr˜
4ω
32ωζ4
− κr˜
6ω
96ωζ6
− . . . ∣∣r
r0
)
= θ˜
∣∣θ
θ0
(5.13)
κ ln
r
r0
− κr
2ω
0
4ωζ2
((
r
r0
)2ω
− 1
)
− κr
4ω
0
32ωζ4
((
r
r0
)4ω
− 1
)
− κr
6ω
0
96ωζ6
((
r
r0
)6ω
− 1
)
− . . . = θ − θ0 (5.14)
The expression above can be written compactly as;
κ ln
r
r0
+ κ
∞∑
j=1
r2ωj0
2ωjζ2jj!
(
1
2
)(j)(( r
r0
)2ωj
− 1
)
+ θ0 = θ (5.15)
where (a)(k) = a(a+1)(a+2) . . . (a+k−1) the Pocchammer symbol with k > 0 and (a)0 = 1.
Equation 5.15 was derived using Equation 2.37 which was shown to be unreliable for weak
shocks. Here it is used to illustrate the principle of the solution. On the other hand, using
Equation 2.38–from the theory of sound- resulted in an equation that could not be readily
solved. It was therefore, solved numerically resulting in loci that agreed with Figures 5.11
to 5.14. Shown in Figure 5.16 is a plot of Equation 5.15, for a 50 mm shock with a strength
of Mach 1.5, compared to CFD and the numerical solution when Equation 5.7 is solved with
Equation 2.38. As with plane shocks, the expression from the theory of sound gives better
results than Whitham’s expression for tan (ν).
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Figure 5.16: Locus of the first disturbance on a 50 mm radius shock with an initial strength
of Mach 1.5 and calculated using Equation 5.7
5.4 Elliptic Shocks
While the behaviour of the diffracting cylindrical shock is well behaved, in so far as it has
features similar to a plane shock’s, other shapes are less so. Consider, for example, an elliptical
shock with an initial Mach number of 1.5 diffracting around a 27.5◦ corner (Figure 5.17).
Similar to plane and cylindrical shocks, a first disturbance wave can be seen to propagate up
along the shock. However, a discontinuity is seen to develop on the diffracted section of the
shock later on (Figure 5.17d). This, has so far not been observed with neither cylindrical nor
plane shocks. Cylindrical shocks also developed a discontinuity on the shock front (Figure
5.2g), but this was related to the first disturbance reflecting off of the wall which is not the
case with the elliptic shock.
When a cylindrical shock converges on itself (implodes), it does so while maintaining a uniform
shock strength. Similarly, a plane shock maintains a constant strength for as long as it
propagates in a channel with a uniform cross–section. Common between the two geometries
is uniform shock curvature, a feature missing from an elliptic shock. An imploding elliptic
shock does not maintain a uniform shock strength particularly at the point of high curvature.
An illustration of this is shown in Figure 5.18a. This helps explain the observations in Figure
5.17.
The second minor kink that begins to form in Figure 5.17d is not the effect of the corner,
but the natural behaviour of an elliptic shock (Figure 5.18b), however, the first is. As with
cylindrical and plane shocks, on encountering the corner disturbance waves propagate up
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along the elliptic shock. Owing to the non–uniform strengthening of the elliptic shock front,
these disturbances are compressional as shown by Figure 5.19.
A different behaviour is observed when diffraction occurs from the minor axis of the el-
lipse. With the corner at the minor axis, disturbance waves in the form of expansion waves
propagate along the shock and the profile transforms similarly to plane and cylindrical shocks
(Figure 5.20). Thus, the manner in which an elliptic shock diffracts depends on the axis
that the corner is aligned with. In the same way that the shock’s profile is asymmetric, so is
the shock’s behaviour. The model that was presented in Section 5.2 should similarly apply
when an elliptic shock is considered, this despite the observed difference in shock front. The
method that was presented relies on the Mach number of the unperturbed shock front. Con-
sidering that it remains well behaved even with an elliptic shock, the method should similarly
apply.
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(a) Time = 170µs (b) Time = 200µs
(c) Time = 290µs (d) Time = 340µs
(e) Time = 380µs (f) Time = 400µs
(g) Time = 460µs (h) Time = 480µs
Figure 5.17: CFD model of the diffraction of an elliptic shock wave ( x
2
3402
+ y
2
1702
= 1, M0 = 1.5)
around a 27.5◦ corner
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(a) Imploding elliptic shock after 80 µs
(b) Imploding elliptic shock after 100 µs
Figure 5.18: CFD simulation of an imploding elliptic shock with initial Mach number of 1.5
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(a) Time = 60µs (b) Time = 160µs
(c) Time = 260µs (d) Time = 360µs
(e) Time = 460µs
Figure 5.19: Density contours for a diffracting elliptic shock wave
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(a) Time = 100 µs (b) Time = 120 µs
(c) Time = 180 µs (d) Time = 200 µs
(e) Time = 220 µs (f) Time = 240 µs
Figure 5.20: Ellipse diffracting with the corner set at the minor axis, with an initial strength
of Mach 1.5
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Chapter 6 Curved Shock Reflection
The reflection of a cylindrical shock was investigated from a three pronged perspective, using
CFD, Whitham’s theory, and shock tube experiments. Figure 6.1 shows the general config-
uration of the shock with the circular wall that was considered. In this configuration, the
initial wall angle (at the origin) is 0◦ so that the shock and the wall are perpendicular at
their meeting point; the upper wall is normal to the initial shock profile implying that this
is a simple wave case. Considering that there are an infinite possible combinations of shock
radius and wall radius, a ratio of the two variables was considered (r0/rw).
Figure 6.1: Cylindrical shock and circular wall configuration
Two limits are worth considering, the case were rw  r0 and were rw  r0. The former
case resembles a cylindrical shock on a straight wall while the latter a plane shock on a
circular wall. In this research, the range in between was considered. More specifically,
the ratios considered were 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 0.92, 1, 2, 5, 8 and 10 in CFD. A smaller range of
ratios (0.5, 0.61, 0.85 and 1.1) was considered experimentally. Furthermore, each ratio was
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investigated at a range of Mach numbers (1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3). Unless specified otherwise, the
shock had a radius of 165 mm.
6.1 The First Disturbance
Figure 6.2 shows the typical behavior of a cylindrical shock with an initial radius of 165 mm
on a circular wall. It is called typical because similar features were observed for all wall–
shock ratios considered. In general, compression waves propagate up along the shock before
the shock transitions to an MR thereafter it further transitions to a TRR corresponding
to (Time < 20µs), (20µs < Time < 38µs) and (Time > 38µs) respectively in Figure 6.2.
Similar to shock diffraction, we can appeal to GSD and consider the first disturbance.
As illustrated by Figure 6.3 and 6.4, the first disturbance does not seem to be involved in
the formation of the Mach reflection as was observed by Gruber and Skews with a plane
shock on a cylindrical wall segment [53]. Where a shock reflects off of a sharp compressive
corner, a reflected shock is immediately formed (in place of successive compression waves)
thereby warranting the importance of the leading edge signal. It is this leading edge signal
that the length scale criterion uses to determine when an MR forms and when it transitions
into a TRR. When the shock encounters a curved convex wall with a zero initial wall angle
the reflected wave is replaced by a series of compression waves. Consider Figure 6.5, where
the wall is composed of small segments (δs), each inclined to the previous by a small angle.
Any curved wall can be approximated in this manner by choosing δs small enough. With
this formulation there is not one, but infinitely many virtual corners along the wall each
generating its own disturbances.
With this formulation, the transition from regular to Mach reflection occurs whenever any
two disturbance signals meet. This corresponds to the intersection of any two characteristics
in Whitham’s Theory. Those characteristics that do intersect are not necessarily those that
formed first implying that the leading edge signal is not necessarily involved in the formation
of the Mach reflection (Figure 6.4b). This applies to both plane and curved shocks with the
difference between the two cases being the shape of the characteristics. As was observed with
shock diffraction, curved shock characteristics tend to be curved while those of plane shocks’
are linear.
At 120 µs, the first disturbance is observed to remain behind. Although left behind, it seems
to still influence the shape of the reflected shock as shown by the GSD results (Figure 6.2)
and the experimental results (Figure 6.4).
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(a) Time = 10µs (b) Time = 20µs
(c) Time = 30µs (d) Time = 38µs
(e) Time = 40µs (f) Time = 41.5µs
Figure 6.2: Numerical schlieren for a shock–wall ratio of 5 with an initial Mach number of 2
Figures 6.7 to 6.10 show some reflection patterns that were obtained from experiment. The
figures show similar qualitative behaviour despite the variation in wall radius or shock Mach
number. Furthermore, a comparison with the CFD results (Figure 6.2) shows no qualitative
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Figure 6.3: CFD simulation of a curved shock reflection off of a circular wall
(a) Time = 90µs (b) Time = 110µs (c) Time = 120µs
(d) Time = 90µs (e) Time = 110µs
Figure 6.4: Schlieren images of a 165 mm radius shock reflecting off of a 120 mm radius wall.
In the annotated images, blue–leading edge signal, yellow–shockwave and black–reflected
shock and Mach stem
differences even though the parameters are different. In general, a MR which later transitions
into a TRR forms along the curved wall surface. The effect of shock Mach number can be
seen by comparing Figures 6.7 and 6.9 to 6.8 and 6.10 respectively; increasing shock strength
pushes the transition point further up the wall. Figures 6.8 and 6.10 show the effect of wall
radius on the transition to TRR. On a 140 mm wall, the shock transitions to TRR earlier
than on a 180 mm wall.
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Figure 6.5: Splitting the curved wall into segments with changing wall angle
6.2 Formation of Mach Reflection
In this section we consider the formation of a Mach reflection on the curved shock. Predicting
when and where an MR forms proved impossible because of the compromise that was made
between the camera’s frame rate and resolution. A similar weakness can be highlighted with
CFD and GSD since both rely of discretising the time and spatial coordinate, which cannot
be high enough due to computational limitations.
Figure 6.6: Angle of Mach reflection formation
Despite this limitation estimated points when the MR configuration was discernible can be
found and these were interpreted as the starting points. From these estimated starting points
an initial Mach stem height was calculated forming the initial condition for the derivation of
the locus of the triple point that follows. A sketch of this initial configuration is shown in
Figure 6.6 where θF is the estimated angle of formation.
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(a) Time = 10µs (b) Time = 30µs
(c) Time = 50µs (d) Time = 70µs
(e) Time = 90µs (f) Time = 110µs
(g) Time = 130µs (h) Time = 150µs
(i) Time = 170µs (j) Time = 190µs
Figure 6.7: Schlieren images of a 165 mm radius shock with an initial Mach number of 1.21
reflecting off of a 140 mm radius wall.
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(a) Time = 10µs (b) Time = 30µs
(c) Time = 50µs (d) Time = 70µs
(e) Time = 90µs (f) Time = 110µs
(g) Time = 130µs (h) Time = 150µs
(i) Time = 170µs (j) Time = 190µs
Figure 6.8: Schlieren images of a 165 mm radius shock with an initial Mach number of 1.43
reflecting off of a 140 mm radius wall.
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(a) Time = 10µs (b) Time = 30µs
(c) Time = 50µs (d) Time = 70µs
(e) Time = 90µs (f) Time = 110µs
(g) Time = 130µs (h) Time = 150µs
(i) Time = 170µs (j) Time = 190µs
Figure 6.9: Schlieren images of a 165 mm radius shock with an initial Mach number of 1.32
reflecting off of a 180 mm radius wall.
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(a) Time = 10µs (b) Time = 30µs
(c) Time = 50µs (d) Time = 70µs
(e) Time = 90µs (f) Time = 110µs
(g) Time = 130µs (h) Time = 150µs
(i) Time = 170µs (j) Time = 190µs
Figure 6.10: Schlieren images of a 165 mm radius shock with an initial Mach number of 1.42
reflecting off of a 180 mm radius wall.
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6.3 Locus of Triple Point
Following on the work of Itoh et al., [43], an equation for the variation of the Mach stem’s
length is derived. Consider Figure 6.11, which is similar to what Itoh et al., considered except
that the shock is cylindrical. The radii of the wall and shock are Rw and Rs on the y–axis
and x–axis respectively.
Figure 6.11: Variation in the length of the Mach stem
The co–ordinates of points A and B are;
A((Rw − λ) sin (θF + φ), Rw − (Rw − λ) cos (θF + φ))
B((Rw − λ− dλ) sin (θF + φ+ dφ), Rw − (Rw − λ− dλ) cos (θF + φ+ dφ))
With these co–ordinates the radii of the shock at points A and B respectively are;
R2A = (Rw − λ)2 − 2(Rw − λ)(Rs sin (θF + φ) +Rw cos (θF + φ)) +R2s +R2w
R2B = (Rw − λ−∆λ)2 − 2(Rw − λ−∆λ)(Rs sin (θF + φ+ ∆φ)
+Rw cos (θF + φ+ ∆φ)) +R
2
s +R
2
w (6.1)
From these, the difference in radius due to the small angular variation dφ is derived. Second
order terms in ∆φ, ∆r and ∆λ including their product are neglected. It therefore follows
that;
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∆R = 2(λ−Rw +Rs sin (θF + φ) +Rw cos (θF + φ))∆λ
+ 2(Rw − λ)(Rw sin (θF + φ)−Rs cos (θF + φ))∆φ (6.2)
∆R = R2B −R2A
= (r −∆r)2 − r2
= −2r∆r (6.3)
Thus, the variation in the length of the Mach stem with respect to the sub-tending angle φ
is;
dλ
dφ
=− (Rw − λ)(Rw sin (θF + φ)−Rs cos (θF + φ))
λ−Rw +Rs sin (θF + φ) +Rw cos (θF + φ)
− r
λ−Rw +Rs sin (θF + φ) +Rw cos (θF + φ)
dr
dφ
(6.4)
Corresponding to the small angle ∆φ is the arc length ∆s = Rw∆φ. If the Mach stem is
moving at a Mach number Mw then we can write;
∆s = Rw∆φ = Mwa0∆t (6.5)
Within the small angle dφ, the shock’s radius changes by say ∆r. This can be written as;
∆r =
√
∆x2 + ∆y2 (6.6)
∆x = M(r)a0Nxa0∆t = M(r)a0 cos θ∆t
∆y = M(r)a0Nya0∆t = M(r)a0 sin θ∆t (6.7)
were Nx and Ny are the ~x and ~y components respectively of the normals shock. θ is the
shock’s orientation. Substituting Equations 6.7 into 6.6 we get;
∆r = M(r)a0∆t (6.8)
which, together with Equation 6.5 allows dr/dφ to be eliminated in Equation 6.4.
dλ
dφ
=− (Rw − λ)(Rw sin (θF + φ)−Rs cos (θF + φ))
λ−Rw +Rs sin (θF + φ) +Rw cos (θF + φ)
− rRw
λ−Rw +Rs sin (θF + φ) +Rw cos (θF + φ)
M(r)
Mw
(6.9)
M(r) is the Mach number of the undisturbed portion of the shock front while Mw is that
of the Mach stem at the wall. The shock Mach number M(r) can be calculated by use of
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Guderley’s relation (Equation 2.29). Whitham’s relation can be used to calculate the wall
shock Mach number (Mw) (Equation 6.10). The shock’s radius can be expressed as a function
of φ by combining Equations 6.5 and 6.8 to form 6.11.
θw =
∫ Mw
M(r)
(
2
(M2 − 1)K(M) +
η
M2
) 1
2
dM + θ (6.10)
∫ φ
0
Rwdφ = −
∫ r
r0
Mw
M(r)
dr (6.11)
An assumption made in the derivation Equation 6.9 is that the Mach stem is straight. This
is not true since the Mach stem is slightly curved. This curvature is clearly evident when the
shock profiles are calculated using Whitham’s equations (Figure 6.12) but hardly evident in
the experimental images captured. In comparison to the undisturbed portion of the shock’s
curvature, the Mach stem has negligible curvature thus warranting the assumption.
In solving Whitham’s equations, the initial intersection point of the characteristics can be
used to locate the formation of the Mach reflection. Once located, all the other characteristics
emanating from the wall tend to collapse at the triple point and thus, tracing its locus as
illustrated in Figure 6.12. Equation 6.4 solves for the Mach stem’s length; by the assumption
that the Mach stem is straight and perpendicular to the wall the locus of the triple point is
indirectly also traced.
Figure 6.12: Curved Mach stem with characteristics showing the locus of the triple point on
a 140 mm radius wall
Taking the limit of Equation 6.4 as Rs approaches infinity gives 6.12 which describes the
variation in Mach stem length for a plane shock climbing a curved surface. This supports
the assertion made earlier concerning a large wall–shock ratio ( RsRw ); and what Itoh et. al.,
[43] derived.
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dλ
dφ
=− (Rw − λ)(
Rw
Rs
sin (θF + φ)− RsRs cos (θF + φ))
λ
Rs
− RwRs + RsRs sin (θF + φ) + RwRs cos (θF + φ)
−
r
Rs
λ
Rs
− RwRs + RsRs sin (θF + φ) + RwRs cos (θF + φ)
dr
dφ
dλ
dφ
=
(Rw − λ)(cos (θF + φ))
sin (θF + φ)
− 1
sin (θF + φ)
M0a0dt
dφ
(6.12)
Initial conditions are requried to make Equation 6.4 a closed system. The initial conditions
are the length of the Mach stem (λ) at a particular angle φ; for example, λ = λ0 when φ = 0.
In addition, the angle θF and radius r when the Mach reflection first forms are required.
Knowing the radius allows for the estimation of the shock Mach number to wall shock Mach
number ratio. Figure 6.13 shows the result for a hypothetical 165 mm shock reflecting off of
a wall with a 180 mm radius. The shock has an initial Mach number of 1.5 and first forms a
shock–shock when θF = 6
◦ with a Mach stem length of 2.8 mm.
Figure 6.13: Mach stem length from the numerical solution of Equation 6.4
The curve can be split into three regions, (dλ/dφ > 0, dλ/dφ = 0 and dλ/dφ < 0) corres-
ponding to a direct, stationary and inverse Mach reflections respectively. Figures 6.14 and
6.15 show a plot of Mach stem against the subtending angle (θF + φ) obtained from CFD,
experiment and using Equation 6.9. The Mach stem length decreases with an increase in the
subtending angle.
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Figure 6.14: Variation of Mach stem length on a 180 mm radius wall for a shock with an
initial Mach number of 1.5
Figure 6.15: Mach stem length on a 82 mm radius wall; comparison between CFD and the
model for a shock with an initial Mach of 2
Various combinations of shock and wall radius will produce different Mach stem length and
this may not be convenient for comparing these different cases. Fortunately, Equation 6.9 can
be made dimensionless by dividing through by Rw (Equation 6.13) which reveals the shock–
wall ratio as an important parameter as previously cited. Figure 6.16 shows a comparison of
the normalised Mach stem (λ/Rw) plotted against the sub-tending angle θF +φ for two shocks
(165 mm and 50 mm radius) with a shock–wall ratio of 0.92 and an initial Mach number of 1.5.
Although the shocks have different radii, we see that there’s good correspondence between
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the two curves.
Figure 6.16: A plot of Mach stem height for two shocks with a shock–wall ratio of 0.92 but
different shock radii with an initial Mach number of 1.5
dλ/Rw
dφ
=
(1− λ/Rw)(sin (θF + φ)−Rs/Rw cos (θF + φ))
λ/Rw − 1 +Rs/Rw sin (θF + φ) + cos (θF + φ)
− r/Rw
λ/Rw − 1 +Rs/Rw sin (θF + φ) + cos (θF + φ)
M(r)
Mw
(6.13)
6.4 Effect of Shock–Wall Ratio
The variation in Mach stem height with angular displacement is plotted in Figures 6.17 to
6.19. This is data that was extracted from CFD simulations of a 165 mm radius shock. To
allow for easier comparison, the Mach stem height is made dimensionless by multiplying it
by 100Rw with 100 being an arbitrary scale factor.
From the graphs, one could conclude that lowering the shock–wall ratio reduces the angle
when the shock first forms a Mach reflection. However, this cannot be stated with definite
confidence because of the difficulty in locating this starting point. This difficulty arises
because of the reason stated in section 6.1 wherein multiple disturbances emanate from the
wall making it difficult to accurately locate the intersection of any two disturbances (i.e. This
intersection also implies characteristics crossing).
The graphs also illustrate the non–linearity of the reflection phenomena. Plots for shock–
wall ratios between 1 and 5 are sparsely spaced while between 5 and 10 they tend towards
clustering. This could be indicative of an approach towards a limit as the shock–wall ratio
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Figure 6.17: Mach stem variation for different shock–wall ratios for a shock with an initial
Mach number of 1.5
Figure 6.18: Mach stem variation for different shock–wall ratios for a shock with an initial
Mach number of 2.5
increases. This limit has already been alluded to above as the interaction of a plane shock
with a curved wall. However, increases in Mach number only allow the Mach reflection to
persist longer. Furthermore, the curves’ curvature tends to increase with increasing Mach
number. At a Mach number of 3 and shock–wall ratio 2, the curves are seen to start off
flat (dλ/dφ = 0) before decreasing (dλ/dφ < 0). This implies that the Mach number affects
the type of Mach reflection that the shock starts of with (whether, it is direct, stationary or
inverse).
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Figure 6.19: Mach stem variation for different shock–wall ratios for a shock with an initial
Mach number of 3
6.5 Transition to TRR
In light of Equation 6.4, the transition from Mach to regular reflection is considered to be
the point where the Mach stem vanishes. As Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show, this is predicted
well by Equation 6.4. Figures 6.17 to 6.19 show quantitatively the pattern that was reported
in Section 6. In addition to that, the figures show that the transition point has a non–linear
relationship to the shock–wall ratio. As the shock–wall ratio increases, the transition points
get closer together i.e. approach the limit of a straight shock transitioning on a cylindrical
wall.
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Chapter 7 Propagation of Curved Shocks in
Circular Channels
The propagation of a cylindrical shock wave between two walls was investigated and the
results are presented in this chapter. Three different pairs of walls were made, each designed
to form a converging–diverging nozzle (Figure 7.1). Two pairs were designed such that the
the curved section that forms the throat was circular while the inlet and outlet walls where
tangential to the circular walls. A third pair of walls was designed to have a third order
polynomial profile. The choice of walls was entirely arbitrary. Furthermore, the walls where
designed such that the shock and the walls are perpendicular at the inlet.
The circular walls had a radius of 225 mm and 150 mm while the polynomial profile was
defined by Equation 7.1. The piecewise polynomial is such that the gradient of the wall is
smooth throughout the profile. The same cannot be said about the wall’s curvature though,
since it changes abruptly where the polynomial pieces meet. This investigation was done
from three perspectives, CFD, experimental as well as using Whitham’s theory; the initial
shock radius was 165 mm.
y =

1.5× 10−3x2 + 3.933× 10−1x+ 70.006 when x < 38.5
−1× 10−5x3 − 1.7× 10−3x2 + 1.0526x+ 38.395 when 38.5 < x < 221.5
1.1× 10−3x2 − 9.582× 10−1x+ 245.64 when x > 221.5
(7.1)
It is worth noting that this case has similarities with the previous two cases that were con-
sidered (Shock diffraction and reflection). Figure 7.2a shows a section of the circular wall
and the directions that the point of the shock in contact with the wall will propagate. This
configuration is similar to that of shock diffraction, but on a curved surface. As the wall
tangents, A, B, . . . , F show, the wall gradient monotonically decreases along the wall which
implies shock diffraction. Figure 7.2b shows the polynomial wall profile. This wall can be
split into three regions, the concave, convex and concave regions. The concave and convex
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Figure 7.1: Illustrating a curved shock wave propagating in a converging diverging nozzle
regions are characterised by an increasing and decreasing gradient respectively. The inter-
action of a cylindrical shock with a concave wall has already been covered in section 6 and
similar behaviour is expected here.
There is however an important difference. In the diffraction and reflection cases, the ‘simple’
cases were considered. They were called simple because, the disturbances were propagating
only from one wall. When propagating between two symmetric walls, wall disturbances will
emanate from both walls. At a certain point these disturbances will interact with each other;
this does not occur with the simple cases that have been considered in the previous chapters.
In the following section are the results that were obtained and a discussion which is mostly
qualitative.
(a) Directions of propagation of the foot of the
shock wave
(b) Direction of propagation of the foot of the
shock wave on a polynomial profile
Figure 7.2: Similarity between propagation in a channel and diffraction and reflection cases
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7.1 Experimental Results
Results from shock tube experiments are presented in this section. Because several photo-
graphs were taken for each instance of a shock wave’s propagation, only selected frames are
presented in this section. First, results for the 225 mm radius wall are presented then the
150 mm wall, and finally the piecewise polynomial wall.
Three cases were considered, a shock wave generated with total pressure of 200 kPa, 250
kPa and 400 kPa to give shock waves with Mach numbers between 1.24 and 1.39. At a total
pressure of 200 kPa, a curved shock wave with an initial Mach number of 1.25 was generated.
Figure 7.3 and 7.6 show this shock wave as it enters the curved channel. Figure 7.4 and 7.8
shows the case for a shock wave generated from a total pressure of 250 kPa while Figure 7.5,
7.7 and 7.9 shows the case for a total pressure of 400 kPa. Table 7.1 shows the repeatability
of the experiments ran and the Mach number corresponding to the total pressure used.
Table 7.1: Mach number frequency distribution categorised by pressure
Pressure (kPa) Mach Number Frequency Mean Mach
number
Standard De-
viation
1.25 3
200 1.24 1 1.25 5.00e-3
1.27 8
250 1.28 5 1.28 9.00e-3
1.29 3
1.36 1
400 1.37 5 1.37 9.00e-3
1.38 3
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(a) Time = 0µs (b) Time = 40µs
(c) Time = 60µs (d) Time = 160µs
(e) Time = 200µs (f) Time = 260µs
(g) Time = 340µs (h) Time = 400µs
Figure 7.3: Frames for the propagation of a 165 mm curved shock wave with an initial Mach
number of 1.25 in a 225 mm radius channel
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(a) Time = 0µs (b) Time = 20µs
(c) Time = 60µs (d) Time = 100µs
(e) Time = 140µs (f) Time = 180µs
(g) Time = 280µs (h) Time = 320µs
Figure 7.4: Frames for the propagation of a 165 mm curved shock wave with an initial Mach
number of 1.30 in a 225 mm radius channel
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(a) Time = 0µs (b) Time = 40µs
(c) Time = 80µs (d) Time = 120µs
(e) Time = 160µs (f) Time = 200µs
(g) Time = 240µs (h) Time = 320µs
Figure 7.5: Frames for the propagation of a 165 mm curved shock wave with an initial Mach
number of 1.39 in a 225 mm radius channel
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(a) Time = 0µs (b) Time = 80µs
(c) Time = 120µs (d) Time = 180µs
(e) Time = 200µs (f) Time = 240µs
(g) Time = 280µs (h) Time = 360µs
Figure 7.6: Frames for the propagation of a 165 mm curved shock wave with an initial Mach
number of 1.25 in a 150 mm radius channel
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(a) Time = 0µs (b) Time = 80µs
(c) Time = 120µs (d) Time = 160µs
(e) Time = 180µs (f) Time = 220µs
(g) Time = 240µs (h) Time = 260µs
Figure 7.7: Frames for the propagation of a 165 mm curved shock wave with an initial Mach
number of 1.39 in a 150 mm radius channel
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(a) Time = 0µs (b) Time = 100µs
(c) Time = 140µs (d) Time = 160µs
(e) Time = 200µs (f) Time = 220µs
(g) Time = 260µs (h) Time = 300µs
Figure 7.8: Frames for the propagation of a 165 mm curved shock wave with an initial Mach
number of 1.30 in a polynomial curve channel
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(a) Time = 0µs (b) Time = 40µs
(c) Time = 80µs (d) Time = 120µs
(e) Time = 160µs (f) Time = 200µs
(g) Time = 240µs (h) Time = 260µs
Figure 7.9: Frames for the propagation of a 165 mm curved shock wave with an initial Mach
number of 1.39 in a polynomial defined channel
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Figures 7.3 to 7.9 show the transformation of a cylindrical shock wave with an initial radius
of 165 mm as it propagates in the converging–diverging channels. Quantitative results were
obtained by calculating the Mach number of the shock wave along the line of symmetry of
the channel. Figures 7.11 to 7.13 show these symmetry line Mach number plots.
The shape of the shock–wave within the nozzle is influenced by variable cross–section area of
the channel and the shape of the walls. As would be expected from the area–Mach number
relation, the shock strengthens in the converging section of the channel and weakens in the
diverging section resulting in a central peak in shock strength. This trend was observed for all
walls except the piecewise polynomial wall which had two peaks instead of a monotonically
increasing profile in the converging section (Figure 7.13). In the diverging section, the shock
behaved similarly to the other circular wall channels.
The influence of the walls on the shock’s shape is similar to the reflection and diffraction
cases considered previously, save for the complication introduced by the interaction of the
wall disturbances. As illustrated in Figure 7.2a, circular walls have a decreasing wall gradient
which implies that shock diffraction will occur in a circular channel (Section 2.3). However,
the gradient of the piecewise polynomial wall is more complex (Figure 7.10). In the section
that the wall’s gradient increases, compressive disturbance waves propagate up along the
shock similar to the cases investigated in the latter chapter. Where the gradient is decreasing,
the shock behaves as it did in the former chapter. Thus, the interaction of these two factors
(cross–section and wall shape) influences how the shock behaves and transforms in shape.
Figure 7.10: Gradient of the piecewise polynomial wall
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(a) Symmetry line Mach number for a shock wave generated from a total pressure of 250
kPa
(b) Symmetry line Mach number for a shock wave generated from a total pressure of 400
kPa
Figure 7.11: Qualitative results corresponding to Figures 7.4 and 7.5 respectively calculated
using Whitham’s GSD
7.2 Qualitative Description of Flow Features
The flow features observed in (Figure 7.3 to 7.7) can be described best with the aid of CFD
simulations (Figure 7.14). Numerical schlieren images show that disturbances (which we
identify as expansion waves for the circular walls) emanate from the wall. By virtue of the
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(a) Symmetry line Mach number for a shock wave generated from a total pressure of 250
kPa
(b) Symmetry line Mach number for a shock wave generated from a total pressure of 400
kPa
Figure 7.12: Qualitative results corresponding to Figures 7.6 and 7.7 respectively calculated
using Whitham’s GSD
two disturbances produced by the channel walls, the shock’s profile can be split into three
regions; one region that remains cylindrical while the other two which are the diffracted
parts, whose shape has not been determined. Although diffracted, the shock continues to
strengthen as a result of the decreasing cross–section.
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(a) Symmetry line Mach number for shockwave generated from a total pressure of 400 kPa
(b) Symmetry line Mach number for shockwave generated from a total pressure of 250 kPa
Figure 7.13: Qualitative results corresponding to Figures 7.8 and 7.9 respectively calculated
using Whitham’s GSD
Figure 7.14b is the moment when the two disturbances reflect off of each other forming a
reflection pattern similar to a Mach reflection pattern albeit weak (7.14c). Because the region
of the shock that has been defined as the Mach stem (Figure 7.14d) is increasing in length,
this reflection qualifies as a direct Mach reflection. The reflection pattern move away from
each other and eventually reflects off the wall. Figures 7.14e and 7.14f show the moments
after this reflection; the resulting configuration justifies the labelling of the observed features
since the feature identified as the shear layer is left behind, which is consistent with the flow
physics.
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(a) Wall disturbance waves (b) Interaction of two disturbance waves
(c) Illustration of reflection pattern that
forms behind the shock wave
(d) Before the waves on the shock reflect off
of the wall
(e) After reflecting off of the wall (f) Shock front smoothing out
Figure 7.14: Numerical schlieren image for a cylindrical shock in channel formed from 150
mm cylindrical walls
A comparison of Figures 7.3–7.5 and 7.6–7.7 shows the influence of a circular wall radius. At
a radius of 225 mm, none of the feature that have been described above are visible, even with
an increase in shock strength. However, with 150 mm walls the features become pronounced
with an increase in initial shock strength. This is so, because with a smaller radius the nozzle
throat’s cross–section also gets smaller causing the shock to strengthen more.
On the other hand, the shock in a channel formed from the piecewise polynomial behaves in
a manner similar to that of the circular channels except that the wall disturbances generated
in the converging section are initially compression waves then expansion waves corresponding
to increasing and decreasing wall gradient respectively (Figure 7.10).
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The centreline Mach number plots are shown in Figures 7.11–7.13. They show the shock’s
Mach number at the centre of the channel plotted against the non–dimensional x coordinate
(x/L), where L is the centre length of the channel. The shock Mach number increases in the
converging section and decreases in the diverging section. The piecewise wall on the other
hand has two critical points; the Mach number peak and the plateau before the peak.
Figures 7.11 and 7.12 exhibit one peak in shock strength while 7.13 shows two. Two ef-
fects contribute to the peaks observed; the self focusing nature of cylindrical shocks and the
decreasing–increasing channel cross–section area. When the channel has minimum cross–
section, the shock has maximum strength. This is supported by Figures 7.11 and 7.12 which
have their peaks at x/L equal to 0.5 but not Figure 7.13.
An appeal is made to Figure 7.10 in order to explain the dual peaks in Figure 7.13. Compres-
sion waves are generated by the wall along the concave section and expansion waves along
the convex section. It is when the first expansion wave reaches the centreline that the shock
strength first decreases and marking the first peak. Indeed, Figure 7.9d shows that wall dis-
turbances reach the centre line before the channel attains minimum cross–section. That the
shock’s strength continues to increase is attributed to the decrease in cross–section area as
was the case with the circular walls. Thus, by manipulating wall geometry one can influence
the shock’s behaviour.
7.3 Numerical Solution
Schwendeman’s technique for solving the equations of geometric shock dynamics was used.
The results shown in section 7.1 were used as initial conditions (Describing initial shock wave
profile as well as speed). The calculated shock profiles are shown in Figures 7.15 to 7.17.
Corresponding centreline Mach number plots are shown in Figures 7.18 to 7.20; calculated
Mach numbers are compared to those obtained from experiment. Furthermore, plots of shock
Mach number frozen in time are shown in Figure 7.21.
Discerning the subtle shock curvatures in the experimental images was not always possible
owing to the exaggerated shock thickness. This made comparison with the shock profiles
solved for using GSD difficult. On the circular walled channel expansion waves propagate up
along the shock causing the shock to be partitioned into three regions. The central region
remains cylindrical for as long as the expansion waves have not reached the centreline. On
either side of the central region are the diffracted portions of the shock front. These regions
are clearer in the calculated shock profiles where the shock curvature is not obfuscated by
shock thickness. Consider Figure 7.17b which corresponds to experimental results shown in
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Figure 7.9. Like the experimental images, the calculated profiles show that the shock is split
into three regions where the two regions on either side of the central region are the diffracted
shock.
(a) Shock wave profiles for a circular profiles with radius 225 mm at 250 kPa
(b) Shock wave profiles for a circular profiles with radius 225 mm at 400 kPa
Figure 7.15: Shock wave profiles calculated using GSD for the 225 mm radius piece. The
time interval between two successive profiles is 12.5µs
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(a) Shock wave profiles for a circular profiles with radius 150 mm at 250 kPa
(b) Shock wave profiles for a circular profiles with radius 150 mm at 400 kPa
Figure 7.16: Shock wave profiles calculated using GSD for the 150 mm radius piece. Shock
wave profiles calculated using GSD for the 225 mm radius piece. The time interval between
two successive profiles is 12.5µs
One disadvantage of GSD is that it ignores post shock features; however, these can be inferred
from the shock profiles’ curvatures and, more–so, from the shock profiles’ Mach numbers.
Figure 7.21 shows the shock Mach numbers with all data for all profiles plotted in one frame
(Mach number freeze plot). From these plots, the post shock features can be inferred. Figures
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(a) Shock wave profiles for a piecewise polynomial profiles at 250 kPa
(b) Shock wave profiles for a piecewise polynomial profiles at 400 kPa
Figure 7.17: Shock wave profiles calculated using GSD for the polynomial profile. Shock
wave profiles calculated using GSD for the 225 mm radius piece. The time interval between
two successive profiles is 12.5µs
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7.21a to 7.21c show that the shock initially experiences uniform acceleration before it slows
down from the walls moving towards the centre. This is consistent with the description given
beforehand where expansion waves propagate from the walls and slowing down the shock.
(a) Centreline Mach number for a 225 mm circular radius profile at 250 kPa
(b) Centreline Mach number for a 225 mm circular radius profile at 400 kPa
Figure 7.18: Centreline Mach numbers calculated using GSD
A comparison of Figure 7.21a with its corresponding CFD simulation, Figure 7.14, further
enforces the inferred post shock features. Radiating from the channel’s centre (Figure 7.21a)
are two tracks that correspond to the features highlighted in the CFD images (7.14). That
the tracks perfectly correspond with the locus of the features highlighted in CFD was not
investigated. Therefore, the inference is only qualitative. On the other hand, Figures 7.21d
and 7.21e show a more complicated pattern with several disturbances emanating from the
wall. That is not surprising in light of the walls’ gradient (Figure 7.10) from which it was
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(a) Centreline Mach number for a 150 mm circular radius profile at 250 kPa
(b) Centreline Mach number for a 150 mm circular radius profile at 400
kPa
Figure 7.19: Centreline Mach numbers calculated using GSD
inferred that two types of disturbance emanate from the wall (compression then expansion
waves). These plots further elucidate the centreline Mach number observed from experiment
(Figures 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13). They show the two critical points that were described with the
first bound by the first compressive disturbance and the expansive disturbance.
Comparisons of the centreline Mach numbers obtained from experiment with those from GSD
are shown in Figure 7.20. While showing similar trends, the values are different. For the
most part, these differences cannot be accounted for by experimental errors. The similarity
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(a) Centreline Mach number for a piecewise polynomial profile at 250 kPa
(b) Centreline Mach number for a piecewise polynomial profile at 400 kPa
Figure 7.20: Centreline Mach numbers calculated using GSD
in trends (which is also observed with the shock profile shapes) implies that GSD, to a large
extent, can capture the phenomena at play during the propagation of the shock waves.
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(a) Shock Mach number for a circular profiles
with radius 225 mm at 250 kPa
(b) Shock Mach number for a circular profiles
with radius 225 mm at 400 kPa
(c) Shock Mach number for a circular profiles
with radius 150 mm at 200 kPa
(d) Shock Mach number for a piecewise polyno-
mial profiles at 250 kPa
(e) Shock Mach number for a piecewise polyno-
mial profiles at 400 kPa
Figure 7.21: Mach number field in the channels
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Chapter 8 Conclusions
Three shock phenomena were investigated, shock diffraction, reflection and propagation. A
distinction was made between the first two. For a shock in a channel, diffraction and reflection
were characterised by a decrease and increase in wall gradient respectively. The investiga-
tions were carried out from the perspective of two dimensional curved shocks (cylindrical
and elliptic segments). Unlike plane shocks, these curved shocks have an inherent spatial
constraint.
8.1 Shock Diffraction
Shock diffraction was investigated from two perspectives (CFD and GSD). Differences between
cylindrical and plane shock diffraction were mostly quantitative. Similar to plane shocks, dis-
turbances are generated on the shock front upon encounter with the corner. The difference,
however, is in the path of the first disturbance. The speed of the disturbances on the shock
depend on the strength of the shock. Because a cylindrical shock’s strength varies, the speed
of the disturbances varies as well. This then causes the locus of the first disturbance on a
cylindrical shock to be curved while it is a straight line on a plane shock.
A method for calculating the locus of the first disturbance was presented. The cylindrical
shock front is imagined to be composed of a sequence of straight lines with vanishing length.
The locus of the disturbances propagating on these straight shocks was then calculated and
together they form the locus of the first disturbance on a cylindrical shock. Good correlation
was observed on comparison with the loci from CFD simulations. An analytical expression
defining this locus was also derived.
One qualitative difference was observed between plane and cylindrical shocks. This difference
owes its existence to the spatial constraint in cylindrical shocks. When the disturbances from
the corner reflect off the opposite wall, they change from being expansive to compressive
waves due to the shock conditioned fluid; this results in the formation of a Mach reflection
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like structure on the shock front. While it can be argued that a similar effect can be observed
with plane shock, it must be noted that this opposite wall is not dictated by the plane shock;
a cylindrical shock however, determines where this wall is. GSD was able to predict the
formation of this Mach reflection like configuration, however, its locus differed from that
observed from CFD.
A brief investigation on elliptic shock segments revealed that the shock’s curvature has a huge
effect on the shock’s behaviour. In particular, elliptic shock diffraction showed asymmetric
behaviour where if the corner was aligned with the minor axis true diffraction was observed
while with the major axis reflection was observed.
8.2 Shock Reflection
Cylindrical shocks climbing concave cylindrical wall segments were investigated. The shock
and wall were initially perpendicular. Compressive disturbances propagate up along the
shock and eventually form a Mach reflection. The position of formation of Mach reflection
was impossible to pin–point owing to the resolution of the camera used; nor was it possible
with CFD and GSD simulation.
Itoh et al., derived an expression to calculate the variation of the Mach stem height that is
formed by a plane shock on a cylindrical wall. Their derivation was generalised to include
that of cylindrical shock segments. This new expression generalises to that of Itoh et al., for
very large shock radii.
Two limiting cases were identified; a case were the shock’s radius is much larger that the
wall’s and a case were the wall has the much larger radius. Each corresponds to plane shock
on a cylindrical wall and a cylindrical shock on a plane wall respectively.
The type of Mach reflection that forms was observed to depend on initial shock strength.
Increasing shock strength causes the type of Mach reflection to change from direct to sta-
tionary. Although inverse Mach reflections were not observed, it may be possible that with
further strength increases they will be observed.
8.3 Shock Propagation
A shock propagating in channels formed from a pair walls with curved profiles were investig-
ated. The channels formed a converging diverging nozzle. Three pairs were considered, two
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pairs with walls formed from circular arcs and another pair whose profile followed a third
order polynomial. GSD was shown to adequately predict the evolution of the shock profile, at
least qualitatively. GSD, consistently overstated the shock Mach numbers although capturing
the salient shock features.
The shock front was shown to be influenced by not only the wall disturbances but also by
the channel cross–section area variation. No discontinuities were observed, but some weak
features were observed behind the shock as it passed the channel’s throat.
In general, cylindrical shock segments behave qualitatively similarly to plane shocks; most
differences between the two are quantitative. In terms of the techniques used, Whitham’s
theory was able to capture the shock’s qualitative behaviour but was not accurate.
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Chapter 9 Recommendations
In this research, focus was put on the diffraction, reflection and propagation of curved cyl-
indrical segments shocks which is hardly exhaustive of the whole subject. Thus, the following
recommendations are made as an expansion of the work;
• The reflection of a cylindrical shock on a cylindrical wall where the shock and the wall
are not initially perpendicular. The shock is expected to qualitatively behave similarly
to a plane shock as has been observed in this research. However, there likely will be
differences in the manner in which it transitions between the different types of reflections
seeing that a weak cylindrical shock becomes stronger with time.
• A method for calculating the position of Mach reflection formation for the case where
the shock and the wall are initially perpendicular. It is currently impossible to accur-
ately pinpoint this location due to limitations in optical (experimentally) and numerical
resolution.
• Parabolic and elliptic shocks are unlikely to occur in nature, but it might be possible
to generate them in the lab (via the annular method). Thus, in addition to studying
cylindrical shocks, elliptic and parabolic shocks may have useful properties.
• Use of a high resolution camera to capture, in high resolution, the propagation of a
cylindrical shock in the converging–diverging duct.
• Experimental data on the diffraction of cylindrical shock waves.
• Motivated by the transformation of expansion waves to compression waves when propagat-
ing into shock conditioned fluid, it is proposed that further investigations be carried
out on the behaviour of expansion waves (Their reflection, diffraction and propagation)
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Appendix A CFD Settings
A.1 Fundamentals of Gas Dynamics
In order to create a CFD model of a curved shock it is necessary to determine the properties
of the fluid through which the shock propagates. For implementation in ANSYS Fluent 15.0,
it is sufficient to calculate the following;
• Total gauge pressure (P0)
• Supersonic gauge pressure (P2)
• Total temperature (T0)
• Supersonic temperature (T )
• Estimate initial velocity components (vx, vy, vz)
A MATLAB script was written for a quick calculation of these properties; shown in A.2 is
the theoretical background to the script.
A.2 Theory
Given a fluid with γ, at a temperature T with cv and cp then, the speed of sound in that
fluid is given by Equation A.1
c =
√
γRT
R = cp − cv
c =
√
cp
cv
(cp − cv)
c =
√
(γ − 1)cpT (A.1)
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(a) Laboratory FoR (b) Shock FoR
Figure A.1: Frames of Reference (FoR) used in derivations[54]
Thus, given that a model for a shock with Mach number Ms is required then the shock’s
speed can be calculated by use of Equation A.2
Vs = cMs (A.2)
In a frame of reference where the observer is moving with the shock, then the velocity of the
fluid ahead of the shock is given by Equation A.3
V1 = Vs (A.3)
M1 = Ms
Knowledge of the velocity of the fluid ahead of the shock allows for the calculation of the
velocity of the fluid behind the shock. Equation A.4 is used to calculate Mach number,
Equation A.5 to calculate the temperature and Equation A.7 the pressure of the fluid
behind the shock. Having calculated temperature, Equation A.1 can be used to calculate
the speed of sound behind the shock c2 and ultimately the velocity of the fluid A.6
M2 =
√
(γ − 1)M21 + 2
2γM21 − (γ − 1)
(A.4)
T2 = T1
(
(2γM21 − (γ − 1))(2 + (γ − 1)M21 )
(γ + 1)2M21
)
(A.5)
V2 = c2M2 (A.6)
P2 = P1
(
1 +
(
2γ
γ + 1
)
(M21 − 1)
)
(A.7)
Converting to a reference frame where the fluid ahead of the shock is stationary, we can
calculate the total pressure and temperature of the fluid behind the shock using Equations
A.10 and A.11. However, first we need to perform a Galilean transformation of the velocity
of the fluid behind the shock (Equations A.8 and A.9).
V ′2 = V1 − V2 (A.8)
M ′2 =
V ′2
c2
(A.9)
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Thus total pressure and total temperature are;
P0 = P2(1 +
γ − 1
2
M ′22 )
γ
γ−1 (A.10)
T0 = T2(1 +
γ − 1
2
M ′22 ) (A.11)
A.3 Matlab Code
Shown below is a MATLAB script was written for the calculation of P0, P2, T0, T2 and shock
velocity.
1 % A script to calculate parameters for use in fluent when simulating
2 % a shockwave. The script calculates the total pressure, total
3 % temperature,supersonic gauge pressure given the shock's mach number.
4 % This calculation is based on a frame of reference were the shock is
5 % stationary.
6 function data = sho(Ms,T,gama,cp,p1)
7 % Assuming the working fluid is air
8 p1 = p1; % 1 atmosphere
9 % Stationary frame of reference
10 c = sqrt(cp*(gama-1)*T); %speed of sound
11 vs = Ms*c; %shock speed
12 % Transforming to a moving reference frame
13 v1 = vs;
14 M1 = Ms;
15 M2 = sqrt((1+(gama-1)/2*M1ˆ2)/(gama*M1ˆ2-(gama-1)/2));
16 T2 = T*(1+(gama-1)/2*M1ˆ2)/(1+(gama-1)/2*M2ˆ2);
17 c2 = sqrt(cp*(gama-1)*T2);
18 v2 = M2*c2;
19 p2 = p1*(1+2*gama/(gama+1)*(M1ˆ2-1)); %Supersonic gauge pressure
20 % Stationary frame of reference
21 v2 = v1-v2;
22 M2 = v2/c2;
23 p2o=p2*(1+(gama-1)/2*M2ˆ2)ˆ(gama/(gama-1)); %total pressure
24 T2o=T2*(1+(gama-1)/2*M2ˆ2); %total temperature
25 data = str2num(num2str([c;p2o;T2o;p2;T2;M1;M2],5));
A.4 Velocity Components
The ~x and ~y velocity shock components are calculated by considering Figure A.2. At a point
on the shock front (A), the gradient of the shock is mA and the corresponding gradient of
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Figure A.2: A sketch illustrating the calculation of shock velocity components
the normal to the shock −1/mA. It follows therefore that the ~x and ~y velocity components
are;
vx = Vs cos (arctan (−1/mA))
vy = Vs sin (arctan (−1/mA)) (A.12)
The expressions of the ~x and ~y velocity components are then used to define custom field
functions in ANSYS Fluent.
A.5 Settings for ANSYS Fluent Modelling
ANSYS Fluent version 15.0 was used to model the curved shock. In this section, settings
used for the models are presented.
A.5.1 Geometry
The simulation was run for a shock propagating in a channel formed by two curved walls.
Simulations of three such channels where ran wherein a shock propagating at Mach 1.5 and
Mach 2 was simulated. Of the three channels, two where made of circular arcs of radius 150
mm and 225 mm while the third was made of a third order polynomial curve chosen to be
both tangential and curvature continuous. The technical drawings of the walls are included
in this appendix and in this section we show the schematics that where used for the purposes
of simulating in ANSYS Fluent.
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A.5.2 Mesh Generation
Mesh generation was carried out in ANSYS Workbench. A quadrilateral dominant mesh with
a cell size of 0.25 mm was chosen (Figure A.3).
Figure A.3: Mesh grid for a shock in a channel
A.5.3 Fluent Settings
The solver was initialised at P0 = 1atm, T= 298 K and all velocities were set to zero; a patch
was applied to the pressure inlet boundary were pressure, temperature and velocities were set
to the values calculated for the specific shocks. Shock velocity is defined using custom field
functions defined according to Equations A.12 Upon initialisation, gradient adaptation was
then set wherein the mesh was refined based on density. The refinement criteria was, to refine
where ever the normalised density exceeded 0.5 and coarsen when density was below 0.4. The
simulations were ran at a time step of 1 × 10−8s for 50000 iterations with convergence set
when ever residuals were less than or equal to 0.001.
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Table A.1: A summary of the setting used to run the ANSYS Fluent simulations
Type Density based
Time Transient
Model Invicid
Material Air
Density Ideal gas
Energy Equation On
Courant Number 1
Method RoeFDS
Title here Least squares cell based
Title here Second order upwind
Title here Second order implicit
Adaptation Gradient and border adaptation
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Appendix B Experimental Facility
Included in this section are the technical drawings for the test pieces that were designed for the
experiments. The design was based on a previous experimental facility, which was modified
to allow for the testing of curved shocks in curved walls. The pieces that were designed for
this experiment were the propagation chamber’s top plate, bottom plate, the back plate and
the test pieces. The test pieces were designed to be replaceable thereby allowing one to vary
the shape of the propagation chamber.
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Appendix C Numerical Modelling
MATLAB ver 8 (R2014b) was used to model the propagation of curved shockwaves using
Whitham’s theory as modified by Milton. The algorithm followed is shown in Figure C.1.
In this section, the code that was written for the model is presented.
The first step involves choosing the time step, the number of iterations, the initial Mach
number and discretising the shockwave to N points. The number of discrete points (N)
describing the shockwave is chosen such that Equations C.1 and C.2 are satisfied [37]
∆savg =
1
N
N∑
i=2
∆si(0) =
sN (0)
N
= K1 << 1 (C.1)
∆t
∆smin
=
∆t
min
2≤i≤N
0≤tleT
∆si(t)
=
∆t
d∆savg
< K2 = O(1) (C.2)
where ∆si is the length of discrete shock segment i and d the minimum allowed length of
each discrete segment. According to Schwendeman (1986) K1 and K2 can be set to 0.01 and
0.2 respectively.
C.1 Calculating Normals
The direction in which the shock will propagate is determined by the normals to the shock
at each point according to the theory of geometric shock dynamics. Having discretised the
shockfront, normals to each point are then calculated.
The theorem that which states that, ‘if two straight lines are perpendicular to each other
then, the product of their gradients in −1’, was used to calculate the normals at each point of
the shock profile. When the coordinates of the discrete points describing the shock front are
parametrised with respect to arc length r(si) = (x(si), y(si)) then the normal to the curve is
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Figure C.1: Algorithm followed in solving for the propagation of shockwaves using Milton’s
version of Whitham’s theory
given by Equation C.3.
ni =
(y′(si),−x′(si))√
(y′(si)2 + x′(si)2)
(C.3)
Where x and y have been differentiated with respect to arc length. Since the calculations
were done on discrete variables, Richardson’s numerical differentiation technique (Equation
C.4) was implemented, owing to it being more accurate compared to the central, forward and
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backward difference methods.
x′ =
1
4
a
(
h
2
)
− 1
3
a(h)
a(h) =
xi+1 − xi
h
h =si+1 − si (C.4)
C.1.1 Calculating Mach number
Milton’s version of Whitham’s theory was used to calculate the Mach number of the discrete
points on the shock front. Since two dimensional shock waves were of concern in this research,
the area as used in the Area-Mach number relation ?? was treated as analogous to the length
of the arc formed by two neighbouring points on the shock front. According to Schwendeman
[37], the arc length can be approximated by Equation C.5.
Ai =

si+1 − si, if i = 1
si+1 − si−1, if i = 2 . . .N − 1
si − si−1, if i = N
(C.5)
Having calculated the area of each ray tube (Equation C.5) the Mach number of each point
is calculated using Whitham’s method as modified by Milton (Equation C.6).
dA
A
=− 2MdM
(M2 − 1)K(M) +
η(M,A)
M
η(M,A) =
(
1− M
2
0
M2
)((F (M) + 2B(M))E(M)
(M2 − 1)B(M)D(M)
)
+
1
2
ln
A0
A
D
3
2 (M2 + 1) + 4(M2 − 1)2F
(M2 − 1)DE
B(M) =2γM2 − (γ − 1)
C(M) =(γ − 1)M2 + 2
D(M) =BC
E(M) =2(M2 − 1) +
√
D
F (M) =(γ − 1)(1 + γM4) (C.6)
The solution to Equation C.6 was obtained by numerical integration, wherein the system of
Equations C.6 was first converted to a difference equation (Equation C.7) then solved using
MATLAB.
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Mi+1 = Mi − Ai+1 −Ai
Ai
(
2Ai
K(Mi)(M2i − 1)
+
ηi
Mi
)−1
η(M,A) = η(Mi, Ai)
B(M) = B(Mi)
C(M) = C(Mi)
D(M) = D(Mi)
E(M) = E(Mi)
F (M) = F (Mi) (C.7)
C.2 Iteration
The leap frog numerical technique was used to model the propagation of the shockwave. The
shockwave modelled on a curvilinear coordinate system was first transformed to a rectangular
coordinate system (Equation C.8), where α = a0t.
∂x
∂α
= M cos θ
∂y
∂α
= M sin θ (C.8)
The system of equations (Equation C.8) can be written in vector form (Equation C.9) where
~Xi = (xi, yi) and ~ni = (cos θi, sin θi) and dα = a0dt where a0 is the local speed of sound.
d ~Xi
dt
= a0Mi~ni (C.9)
Equation C.9 was discretised to Equation C.10 using the forward difference method.
~X(t+ δt)i = ~X(t)i + a0Mi~niδt (C.10)
C.2.1 Smoothing
Calculating derivatives numerically tends to generate noise in the data being worked on, con-
sequently it is necessary to smooth generated data. Smoothing was achieved by implementing
the Jacobian second order smoothing technique where, a point on the shock front is replaced
by the average of its two neighbouring points (Equation C.11).
d2 ~Xi
ds2
=
~Xi−1(t)− 2 ~Xi(t) + ~Xi+1(t)
2∆s
by setting d
2 ~Xi
ds2
= 0 then
~Xi(t) =
1
2
(
Xi+1(t) +Xi−1(t)
)
(C.11)
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Appendix D MATLAB code listing
In this section of appendix we list the code that was used to solve for the propagation of
the shockwaves.The first function, Index, is the driver code that is used to call all the other
functions used in the solution.
1 % This is the main function that coordinates the calculation. This function
2 % is called by the UI with all the input variables set. dt is the time step
3 % M0 the initial shock Mach number, a0 the speed of sound, iterations is
4 % the number of iterations to be performed, choice is the choice of CCW
5 % require (The original CCW, with modifications by Milton or with Itoh et
6 % al's generalisation), D is the initial shock coordinates, wall the wall
7 % coordinates. Following are the piecewise definitions of the bottom wall.
8 % x11, y22, y33 are the limits on the x-axis while f11,f22,f33,f44 are the
9 % corresponding wall functions. dfii are the first derivatives of the
10 % functions and d2fii the second derivatives.
11 function index(dt,M0,a0,iterations,choice,D,wall,x11,~,~,y22,y33,...
12 f11,f22,f33,f44,df11,df22,df33,df44,d2f11,d2f22,d2f33,d2f44)
13 counter = 1;
14 modulo = 0; % Counter for data saved
15 save wall.mat wall -v7.3;
16 switch choice
17 case 1
18 f =@(v,w,x,y,z) MC4(v,w,x,y,z);
19 case 2
20 f =@(v,w,x,y,z) MC3(v,w,x,y,z);
21 case 3
22 f =@(v,w,x,y,z) MC5(v,w,x,y,z);
23 end
24 a0 =a0*1000; % [ speed of sound in mm/sec]
25 Xold = D(:,1); % D contains the coordinates of the shockfront
26 %% Defining wall equations as anonymous functions extracted from UI
27 % The wall is defined in a piecewise manner
28 if Xold(1) < x11
29 eval(['gb = @(x)' f11]) % Equation for bottom wall
30 eval(['dgb = @(x)' df11]) % First derivative of bottom wall
31 eval(['d2gb = @(x)' d2f11]) % Second derivative of bottom wall
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32 elseif x11 <= Xold(1) < y22
33 eval(['gb= @(x)' f22]) % Equation of bottom wall
34 eval(['dgb= @(x)' df22]) % First derivative of the bottom wall
35 eval(['d2gb= @(x)' d2f22]) % Second derivative of the bottom wall
36 elseif y22 <= Xold(1) < y33
37 eval(['gb= @(x)' f33]) % Equation of the bottom wall
38 eval(['dgb= @(x)' df33]) % First derivative of the bottom wall
39 eval(['d2gb= @(x)' d2f33]) % Second derivative of the bottom wall
40 else
41 eval(['gb= @(x)' f44]) % Equation of the bottom wall
42 eval(['dgb= @(x)' df44]) % First derivative of the bottom wall
43 eval(['d2gb= @(x)' d2f44]) % Second derivative of the bottom wall
44 end
45 %%
46 dgt = @(x) 0;
47 X1 = D(:,1);
48 Y1 = D(:,2);
49 DM = [(X1(1:numel(X1)-1)+X1(2:numel(X1))) (Y1(1:numel(X1)-1)+...
50 Y1(2:numel(X1)))]*0.5; % Shock front midpoint
51 M = ones(size(X1))*M0; % Shock Mach number
52 N = normals(D, DM, dgt, dgb); % Shock normals
53 coordinateX{1} = X1; % Shock X Coordinates
54 coordinateY{1} = Y1; % Shock Y Coordinates
55 %% Progress Bar
56 p = waitbar(0,'Calculating');
57 %%
58 for i = 1:iterations
59 waitbar(i/iterations,p,'Calculating');
60 %% Calculating new shock coordinates
61 Xold = coordinateX{i-modulo};
62 Yold = coordinateY{i-modulo};
63 Xnew = Xold + dt*a0*M.*N(:,1);
64 Ynew = Yold + dt*a0*M.*N(:,2);
65 %% Defining the wall
66 if Xold(1) < x11
67 eval(['gb = @(x)' f11])
68 eval(['dgb = @(x)' df11])
69 eval(['d2gb = @(x)' d2f11])
70 elseif x11 <= Xold(1) < y22
71 eval(['gb= @(x)' f22])
72 eval(['dgb= @(x)' df22])
73 eval(['d2gb= @(x)' d2f22])
74 elseif y22 <= Xold(1) < y33
75 eval(['gb= @(x)' f33])
76 eval(['dgb= @(x)' df33])
77 eval(['d2gb= @(x)' d2f33])
78 else
79 eval(['gb= @(x)' f44])
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80 eval(['dgb= @(x)' df44])
81 eval(['d2gb= @(x)' d2f44])
82 end
83 gt = @(x) 200; % Top wall defined explicitly. This must be redefined for
84 dgt = @(x) 0; % each new case that is dealt with.
85 d2gt = @(x) 0; % Ideally, this should be extracted from UI.
86 %% Checking and fixing the spacing between points that define the shock
87 FixedCoordinates = checkcoord([Xnew,Ynew],[X1 Y1]);
88 Xnew = FixedCoordinates(:,1);
89 Ynew = FixedCoordinates(:,2);
90 X1 = FixedCoordinates(:,3);
91 Y1 = FixedCoordinates(:,4);
92 %% Setting the endpoints of the shock perpendicular to the wall
93 output = wallpoints([Xnew Ynew],gb,dgb,d2gb,gt,dgt,d2gt);
94 Xnew = output(:,1);
95 Ynew = output(:,2);
96 %% Calculating shock mid points
97 XM = (Xnew(1:size(Xnew,1)-1,1) + Xnew(2:size(Xnew,1),1))*0.5;
98 YM = (Ynew(1:size(Xnew,1)-1,1) + Ynew(2:size(Xnew,1),1))*0.5;
99 %% Calculating shock normals and shock Mach number
100 N = normals([Xnew Ynew], [XM YM],dgt, dgb);
101 M = f(Xnew,Ynew,X1,Y1,M0);
102 %% Smoothing noise on the shock front once every 20 iterations
103 if rem(i,20) == 0
104 XY = jacobsmooth([Xnew Ynew]);
105 Xnew = XY(:,1);
106 Ynew = XY(:,2);
107 XY = jacobsmooth([X1 Y1]);
108 X1 = XY(:,1);
109 Y1 = XY(:,2);
110 end
111 %% Saving data after every five iterations
112 coordinateX{i+1-modulo} = Xnew;
113 coordinateY{i+1-modulo} = Ynew;
114 if rem(i,5) == 0
115 nameX = sprintf('coordX%d.mat',counter);
116 nameY = sprintf('coordY%d.mat',counter);
117 save(nameX,'Xnew');
118 save(nameY,'Ynew');
119 clear coordinateX coordinateY
120 modulo = i;
121 coordinateX{i+1-modulo} = Xnew;
122 coordinateY{i+1-modulo} = Ynew;
123 counter = counter + 1;
124 end
125 %% Loop
126 end
127 %% Save the last data set
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128 nameX = sprintf('coordX%d.mat',counter);
129 nameY = sprintf('coordY%d.mat',counter);
130 save(nameX,'Xnew');
131 save(nameY,'Ynew');
132 end
The first function called by index.m is normals.m which calculates the normals on the shock
front.
1 function f = normals(XY,Mid,gt, gb)
2 NumberOfElements = size(XY,1);
3 sxy = zeros(length(XY),3);
4 sxy(:,[1 2]) = XY;
5 [~,sxy(:,3)] = RC(XY);
6 h = sxy(2:NumberOfElements-1,3) - sxy(1:NumberOfElements-2,3);
7 DXY(2:NumberOfElements-1,1)= 8/3*(Mid(2:NumberOfElements-1,1)...
8 - XY(1:NumberOfElements-2,1))./h - 1/3*(XY(3:NumberOfElements,1)...
9 - XY(1:NumberOfElements-2,1))./h;
10 DXY(2:NumberOfElements-1,2)= 8/3*(Mid(2:NumberOfElements-1,2)...
11 - XY(1:NumberOfElements-2,2))./h - 1/3*(XY(3:NumberOfElements,2)...
12 - XY(1:NumberOfElements-2,2))./h;
13 NORMALS = zeros(size(XY,1),2);
14 Gradient = (-1)*DXY(:,1)./DXY(:,2);
15 NORMALS(1:NumberOfElements-1,1) = 1;
16 NORMALS(1:NumberOfElements-1,2) = Gradient;
17 NORMALS(end,[1,2]) = [1, gb(XY(end,1))] ;
18 NORMALS(1,[1,2]) = [1, gt(XY(1,1))];
19 norm = sqrt(NORMALS(:,1).ˆ2 + NORMALS(:,2).ˆ2);
20 NORMALS(:,1) = NORMALS(:,1)./norm;
21 NORMALS(:,2) = NORMALS(:,2)./norm;
22 f = NORMALS;
Index then calls checkcoord.m to check the spacing of points on the shock front and make
sure that adequate shock resolution is maintained.
1 % A script to check the spacing between the discrete points of the
2 % shock front. This function accepts the coordinates of the original shock
3 % and coordinates of the shock's current position. Operations are then
4 % perfomed on both coordinates so that the same number of points is
5 % maintained.
6 % loc is the location where points are to be removed or added, S the
7 % spacing between points,
8 function f = checkcoord(XY,XY0)
9 [Threshold, S] = RC(XY);
10 [~ , S0] = RC(XY0);
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11 while any((Threshold > 1.5)|(Threshold<0.5))
12 if any(Threshold < 0.5)
13 loc = (find(Threshold == min(Threshold)));
14 XY(loc(1,1),:) = [];
15 XY0(loc(1,1),:)= [];
16 [Threshold, S] = RC(XY);
17 [~, S0] = RC(XY0);
18 end
19 if any(Threshold > 1.5)
20 loc = find(Threshold == max(Threshold));
21 n = size(Threshold);
22 if loc(1,1) > n/2
23 [cpx,sx,mx] = polyfit(S([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)-1,loc(1,1)-...
24 2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4]),XY([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)-1,...
25 loc(1,1)-2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4],1),2);
26 [cpy,sy,my] = polyfit(S([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)-1,loc(1,1)...
27 -2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4]),XY([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)-1,...
28 loc(1,1)-2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4],2),2);
29 [cpx0,s0x,m0x] = polyfit(S0([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)-1,...
30 loc(1,1)-2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4]),XY0([loc(1,1),...
31 loc(1,1)-1,loc(1,1)-2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4],1),2);
32 [cpy0,s0y,m0y] = polyfit(S0([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)-1,...
33 loc(1,1)-2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4]),XY0([loc(1,1),...
34 loc(1,1)-1,loc(1,1)-2,loc(1,1)-3,loc(1,1)-4],2),2);
35 u = (S(loc(1,1))+S(loc(1,1)+1))*0.5;
36 u0 = (S0(loc(1,1))+S0(loc(1,1)+1))*0.5;
37 XY(end+1,:) = [polyval(cpx,u,sx,mx) polyval(cpy,...
38 u,sy,my)];
39 XY0(end+1,:)= [polyval(cpx0,u0,s0x,m0x) polyval(...
40 cpy0,u0,...
41 s0y,m0y)];
42 XY = sortrows(XY,-2);
43 XY0 = sortrows(XY0,-2);
44 [Threshold, S] = RC(XY);
45 [~, S0] = RC(XY0);
46 else
47 [cpx,sx,mx] = polyfit(S([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)+1,...
48 loc(1,1)+2,loc(1,1)+3,loc(1,1)+4]),XY([loc(1,1)...
49 ,loc(1,1)+1,loc(1,1)+2,loc(1,1)+3,loc(1,1)+4],1),2);
50 [cpy,sy,my] = polyfit(S([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)+1,...
51 loc(1,1)+2,loc(1,1)+3,loc(1,1)+4]),XY([loc(1,1),...
52 loc(1,1)+1,loc(1,1)+2,loc(1,1)+3,loc(1,1)+4],2),2);
53 [cpx0,s0x,m0x] = polyfit(S0([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)...
54 +1,loc(1,1)+2,loc(1,1)+3,loc(1,1)+4]),XY0(...
55 [loc(1,1),loc(1,1)+1,loc(1,1)+2,loc(1,1)+3,...
56 loc(1,1)+4],1),2);
57 [cpy0,s0y,m0y] = polyfit(S0([loc(1,1),...
58 loc(1,1)+1,loc(1,1)+2,loc(1,1)+3,loc(1,1)...
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59 +4]),XY0([loc(1,1),loc(1,1)+1,loc(1,1)+2,...
60 loc(1,1)+3,loc(1,1)+4],2),2);
61 u = (S(loc(1,1))+S(loc(1,1)+1))*0.5;
62 u0 = (S0(loc(1,1))+S0(loc(1,1)+1))*0.5;
63 XY(end+1,:) = [polyval(cpx,u,sx,mx) polyval(...
64 cpy,u,sy,my)];
65 XY0(end+1,:)= [polyval(cpx0,u0,s0x,m0x) ...
66 polyval(cpy0,u0,s0y,m0y)];
67 XY = sortrows(XY,-2);
68 XY0 = sortrows(XY0,-2);
69 [Threshold, S] = RC(XY);
70 [~, S0] = RC(XY0);
71 end
72 end
73 end
74 f = [XY,XY0];
The function wallpoints.m then calculates the coordinates of the points on the shockwave
which lie on the wall such that the shock is perpendicular to the wall.
1 % This functions calculates the shock's endpoints fixing them to be
2 % perpendicular to the wall at all times. XY contains the shock coordinates
3 % while fb, ft are the wall functions, dfb,dft (first derivatives) and d2ft
4 % d2fb (second derivatives)
5 function XY = wallpoints(XY,fb,dfb,d2fb,ft,dft,d2ft)
6 n = size(XY,1);
7 %% Initialising Parameters
8 a = XY(n-1,1);
9 b = XY(n-1,2);
10 g = @ (x) x - ((b - fb(x))*dfb(x) + (a -x))/...
11 ((b-fb(x))*d2fb(x) - dfb(x)ˆ2 -1 );
12 e = @ (x)((b - fb(x))*dfb(x) + (a -x))/((b-fb(x))...
13 *d2fb(x) - dfb(x)ˆ2 -1 );
14 %% Newton Raphson Method
15 % Bottom Wall
16 x = 1;
17 c = abs(e(x));
18 while c > 0.0001
19 x = g(x);
20 c = abs(e(x));
21 end
22 XY(n,:) = [x fb(x)];
23 %% Reinitialising Parameters
24 a = XY(2,1);
25 b = XY(2,2);
26 g = @ (x) x - ((b - ft(x))*dft(x) + (a -x))/...
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27 ((b-ft(x))*d2ft(x) - dft(x)ˆ2 -1 );
28 e = @ (x)((b - ft(x))*dft(x) + (a -x))/...
29 ((b-ft(x))*d2ft(x) - dft(x)ˆ2 -1 );
30 %% Newton Raphson Method
31 % Top Wall
32 x = 1;
33 c = abs(e(x));
34 while c > 0.0001
35 x = g(x);
36 c = abs(e(x));
37 end
38 XY(1,:) = [x ft(x)];
39 %%
The Mach number of the discrete points on the shock is calculated by use of Whitham’s shock
ray theory. The codes, machwhitham.m, machmilton.m and machgen.m calculate the Mach
number using three different methods which are Whitham’s original theory, Whitham’s theory
as modified my Milton and the theory as generalised by Itoh et al. [Han93], respectively.
1 %Whitham's theory #vectorised
2 function f = machwhitham(X,Y,X0,Y0,M0)
3 NumOfElements = numel(X);
4 M = ones(NumOfElements,1)*M0;
5 L = 1.4;
6 mu= @ (M)sqrt(((L - 1)*M.ˆ2 + 2)./(2*L.*M.ˆ2 - (L - 1)));
7 K = @ (M) 2*(2*mu(M) + 1 + M.ˆ(-2)).ˆ(-1).*...
8 (1 + 2./(L +1).*(1-mu(M).ˆ2)./mu(M)).ˆ(-1);
9 [~, S] = RC([X Y]);
10 [~, S0]= RC([X0 Y0]);
11 %%
12 A = (S0(3:NumOfElements) - S0(1:NumOfElements-2))*0.5;
13 A1= (S(3:NumOfElements) - S(1:NumOfElements-2))*0.5;
14 h = A1 - A;
15 %%
16 M(2:NumOfElements-1,1) = M(2:NumOfElements-1,1) - h./A.*...
17 (2*M(2:NumOfElements-1,1)./(K(M(2:NumOfElements-1,1)).*...
18 (M(2:NumOfElements-1,1).ˆ2 - 1))).ˆ(-1);
19 %%
20 A = (0.5*(S0(NumOfElements) - S0(NumOfElements-1)));
21 A1 = (0.5*(S(NumOfElements) - S(NumOfElements-1)));
22 h = A1 - A;
23 M(NumOfElements,1) = M(NumOfElements,1) - h/A*(2*M(NumOfElements,1)/...
24 (K(M(NumOfElements,1))*(M(NumOfElements,1)ˆ2 - 1)))ˆ(-1);
25
26 A = ((S0(2) - S0(1)));
27 A1 = (0.5*(S(2) - S(1)));
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28 h = A1 - A;
29
30 M(1,1) = M(1,1) - h/A*(2*M(1,1)/(K(M(1,1))*...
31 (M(1,1)ˆ2 - 1)))ˆ(-1);
32 %%
33 f = M;
34 end
1 % Milton's method #vectorised
2 function f = machmilton(X,Y,X0,Y0,M0)
3 n = numel(X);
4 M = ones(n,1)*M0;
5 L = 1.4;
6
7 mu= @ (M)sqrt(((L - 1)*M.ˆ2 + 2)./(2*L.*M.ˆ2 - (L - 1)));
8 K = @ (M) 2*(2*mu(M) + 1 + M.ˆ(-2)).ˆ(-1).*...
9 (1 + 2./(L +1).*(1-mu(M).ˆ2)./mu(M)).ˆ(-1);
10
11 [~, S] = RC([X Y]);
12 [~, S0]= RC([X0 Y0]);
13
14 A = (S0(3:n) - S0(1:n-2))*0.5;
15 A1= (S(3:n) - S(1:n-2))*0.5;
16 h = A1 - A;
17
18 eta = @ (M) 1/(2*L)*(sqrt((L*(L-1))/2)+1)*(1 - M0.ˆ2./M.ˆ2)+...
19 0.5*log(A./A1);
20 % Calculating M for the 2nd to the (n-1)th point on the shock
21 M(2:n-1,1) = M(2:n-1,1) - h./A.*(2*M(2:n-1,1)./(K(M(2:n-1,1)).*...
22 (M(2:n-1,1).ˆ2 - 1)) + eta(M(2:n-1,1))./M(2:n-1,1)).ˆ(-1);
23
24 h = ((S(n) - S(n-1)) - (S0(n) - S0(n-1)));
25 A = (0.5*(S0(n) - S0(n-1)));
26 A1 = (0.5*(S(n) - S(n-1)));
27 %% Eta is defined twice, for the inner points first then endpoints
28 eta = @ (M) 1/(2*L)*(sqrt((L*(L-1))/2)+1)*(1 - M0.ˆ2./M.ˆ2)+...
29 0.5*log(A./A1);
30 % Calculating M for the end point
31 M(n,1) = M(n,1) - h/A*(2*M(n,1)/(K(M(n,1))*(M(n,1)ˆ2 - 1))...
32 + eta(M(n,1))/M(n,1))ˆ(-1);
33
34 h = ((S(2) - S(1)) - (S0(2) - S0(1)));
35 A = ((S0(2) - S0(1)));
36 A1 = (0.5*(S(2) - S(1)));
37 eta = @ (M) 1/(2*L)*(sqrt((L*(L-1))/2)+1)*(1 - M0.ˆ2./...
38 M.ˆ2)+0.5*log(A./A1);
39 % Calculating M for the first point
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40 M(1,1) = M(1,1) - h/A*(2*M(1,1)/(K(M(1,1))*(M(1,1)ˆ2 - 1)) + ...
41 eta(M(1,1))/M(1,1))ˆ(-1);
42 f = M;
43 end
1 % Generalised Milton's method #vectorised
2 function f = machgen(X,Y,X0,Y0,M0)
3 n = numel(X);
4 M = ones(n,1)*M0;
5 L = 1.4;
6
7 mu= @ (M)sqrt(((L - 1)*M.ˆ2 + 2)./(2*L.*M.ˆ2 - (L - 1)));
8 K = @ (M) 2*(2*mu(M) + 1 + M.ˆ(-2)).ˆ(-1).*...
9 (1 + 2./(L +1).*(1-mu(M).ˆ2)./mu(M)).ˆ(-1);
10 B = @ (M) 2*L.*M.ˆ2 - (L-1);
11 C = @ (M) (L-1).*M.ˆ2 + 2;
12 D = @ (M) B(M).*C(M);
13 E = @ (M) 2*(M.ˆ2 -1) + sqrt(D(M));
14 F = @ (M) (L - 1).*(1 + L.*M);
15
16 [~, S] = RC([X Y]);
17 [~, S0]= RC([X0 Y0]);
18
19 A = (S0(3:n) - S0(1:n-2))*0.5;
20 A1= (S(3:n) - S(1:n-2))*0.5;
21 h = A1 - A;
22
23 eta = @ (M) (1 - (M0./M).ˆ2).*((F(M) + 2*B(M)).*E(M))./...
24 ((M.ˆ2 - 1).*B(M).*D(M)) + 1/2*log(A./A1).*...
25 (D(M).ˆ(3/2).*(M.ˆ2 + 1) + 4*(M.ˆ2+1).ˆ2.*F(M))./...
26 ((M.ˆ2 - 1).*D(M).*E(M));
27
28 M(2:n-1,1) = M(2:n-1,1) - h./A.*(2*M(2:n-1,1)./(K(...
29 M(2:n-1,1)).*(M(2:n-1,1).ˆ2 - 1)) + ...
30 eta(M(2:n-1,1))./M(2:n-1,1)).ˆ(-1);
31
32 h = ((S(n) - S(n-1)) - (S0(n) - S0(n-1)));
33 A = (0.5*(S0(n) - S0(n-1)));
34 A1 = (0.5*(S(n) - S(n-1)));
35 eta = @ (M) (1 - (M0/M)ˆ2)*((F(M) + 2*B(M))*E(M))/...
36 ((Mˆ2 - 1)*B(M)*D(M)) + 1/2*log(A/A1)*...
37 (D(M)ˆ(3/2)*(Mˆ2 + 1) + 4*(Mˆ2+1)ˆ2*F(M))/...
38 ((Mˆ2 - 1)*D(M)*E(M));
39 M(n,1) = M(n,1) - h/A*(2*M(n,1)/(K(M(n,1))*(M(n,1)ˆ2 - 1)) + ...
40 eta(M(n,1))/M(n,1))ˆ(-1);
41
42 h = ((S(2) - S(1)) - (S0(2) - S0(1)));
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43 A = ((S0(2) - S0(1)));
44 A1 = (0.5*(S(2) - S(1)));
45 eta = @ (M) (1 - (M0/M)ˆ2)*((F(M) + 2*B(M))*E(M))/...
46 ((Mˆ2 - 1)*B(M)*D(M)) + 1/2*log(A/A1)*...
47 (D(M)ˆ(3/2)*(Mˆ2 + 1) + 4*(Mˆ2+1)ˆ2*F(M))/...
48 ((Mˆ2 - 1)*D(M)*E(M));
49 M(1,1) = M(1,1) - h/A*(2*M(1,1)/(K(M(1,1))*(M(1,1)ˆ2 - 1)) + ...
50 eta(M(1,1))/M(1,1))ˆ(-1);
51 f = M;
52 end
Because the code uses numerical differentiation, a process that generates noise in the data, a
Jacobian second order smoothing method was implemented.
1 % Every 10 time iterations, we perform a Jacobi
2 % smoothing technique to deal with high frequency
3 % fluctuations. D2x(t) = 0.
4 % D2x(t) = X(i-1)(t) - 2X(i)(t) + X(i+1)(t)
5 function f = jacobsmooth(XY)
6 UV = zeros(size(XY));
7 n = size(XY,1);
8 if isodd(n) == 0
9 UV(2:2:n-2,1) = (XY(1:2:n-3,1) +XY(3:2:n-1,1))*0.5;
10 UV(2:2:n-2,2) = (XY(1:2:n-3,2) +XY(3:2:n-1,2))*0.5;
11 UV(3:2:n-1,1) = (XY(2:2:n-2,1) +XY(4:2:n,1))*0.5;
12 UV(3:2:n-1,2) = (XY(2:2:n-2,2) +XY(4:2:n,2))*0.5;
13 UV([1, n],:) = XY([1, n],:);
14 else
15 UV(2:2:n-1,1) = (XY(1:2:n-2,1) +XY(3:2:n,1))*0.5;
16 UV(2:2:n-1,2) = (XY(1:2:n-2,2) +XY(3:2:n,2))*0.5;
17 UV(3:2:n-2,1) = (XY(2:2:n-3,1) + XY(4:2:n-1,1))*0.5;
18 UV(3:2:n-2,2) = (XY(2:2:n-3,2) + XY(4:2:n-1,2))*0.5;
19 UV([1, end],[1,2]) = XY([1, end],[1,2]);
20 end
21 f = UV;
In addition to these main functions, additional helper functions were written which calculate
the distance between two points on a shock, determine if the number of points on a shock is
odd or even as well as a GUI code for easier user interaction.
D.1 Helper function
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1 % This function checks if an integer is odd or even
2 function f = isodd(n)
3 if rem(n,2)==0
4 f = 0;
5 else
6 f = 1;
7 end
1 % Rechecking function (RC)
2 % This function calculates the threshold values for the shock.
3 function [cxy, S] = RC(XY)
4 n = size(XY,1);
5 sxy = zeros(n-1,1);
6 sxy(1:n-1,1) = sqrt((XY(1:n-1,1)-XY(2:n,1)).ˆ2 + (XY(1:n-1,2)-XY(2:n,2)).ˆ2);
7 S = zeros(n,1);
8 S(2:n,1) = tril(ones(n-1))*sxy;
9 n = size(sxy,1);
10 avg= sum(sxy)/n;
11 cxy = sxy/avg;
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D.2 Inteface
1 classdef interface < handle
2 % This application allows the user to choose between the original
3 % Whitham's theory, Whitham's theory as modified by Milton and the
4 % generalised Whitham theory by Itoh et al. to solve for the
5 % propagation of a shockwave in a channel.
6 % Interface provides a GUI that makes it easier for the user to
7 % interact with the solver
8
9 % 2014 University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg
10 % Bright B. Ndebele
11
12 properties % handles for user interface control objects
13 hFig;
14 hEditP1;
15 hEditT1;
16 hEditgamma;
17 hEditIter;
18 hEditDt;
19 hEditM0;
20 hEditCp;
21 hButCalc;
22 hButInit;
23 hButPlot;
24 hRBWhitham;
25 hRBMilton;
26 hRBGeneral;
27 hRBMethod;
28 hEditT2;
29 hEditT0;
30 hEditP0;
31 hEditP2;
32 hEditc;
33 hEditM2;
34 hButSD;
35 hButFunction;
36 hButWall;
37 SData;
38 parameters;
39 Wal;
40 method;
41
42 main
43 Top
44 FT
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45 L
46 L1
47 L2
48 R1
49 R2
50 FM
51 FB
52 F1
53 F2
54 F3
55 F4
56 dF1
57 dF2
58 dF3
59 dF4
60 d2F1
61 d2F2
62 d2F3
63 d2F4
64 RBut
65 x11
66 x22
67 x33
68 y22
69 y33
70
71 f11
72 f22
73 f33
74 f44
75
76 df11
77 df22
78 df33
79 df44
80
81 d2f11
82 d2f22
83 d2f33
84 d2f44
85
86 results
87
88 end
89 methods
90 function obj = interface
91 % This function calls the functions that create the user
92 % interface, where obj is the parent handle
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93 % GUI components
94 obj.createUIComponents();
95 % Call backs
96 obj.setCallbacks();
97 end
98
99 function createUIComponents(obj)
100 obj.hFig = figure(...
101 'MenuBar','none','Color',[1 1 1],'Name',...
102 'Shock Propagation','NumberTitle','off',...
103 'Position',[232 286 600 478.928],'ToolBar','none',...
104 'HandleVisibility','off','Tag','board','Resize','off');
105 panel1 = uipanel(...
106 'Parent',obj.hFig,'Title','Shock Parameters',...
107 'Tag','panel1','Position',[0.02 0.555 0.45 0.45]);
108 uicontrol(...
109 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
110 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
111 [0.08 0.859 0.508 0.1],...
112 'String','P1 (atm)','Style','text','Tag','p1');
113 obj.hEditP1 = uicontrol(...
114 'Parent',panel1,...
115 'Units','normalized',...
116 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
117 [0.61 0.859 0.318 0.13],...
118 'String','1.013','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
119 uicontrol(...
120 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
121 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
122 [0.08 0.722 0.508 0.1],...
123 'String','T1 ( K )','Style','text','Tag','t1');
124 obj.hEditT1 = uicontrol(...
125 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized',...
126 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
127 [0.61 0.722 0.318 0.13],...
128 'String','298.15','Style','edit','Tag','editT1');
129 uicontrol(...
130 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
131 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
132 [0.08 0.585 0.508 0.1],...
133 'String','M0','Style','text','Tag','m0');
134 obj.hEditM0 = uicontrol(...
135 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized',...
136 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
137 [0.61 0.585 0.318 0.13],...
138 'String','1.5','Style','edit','Tag','editM');
139 uicontrol(...
140 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
142
141 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
142 [0.08 0.448 0.508 0.1],...
143 'String','Cp/Cv','Style','text','Tag','gamma');
144 obj.hEditgamma = uicontrol(...
145 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized',...
146 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
147 [0.61 0.448 0.318 0.13],...
148 'String','1.4','Style','edit','Tag','editgamma');
149 uicontrol(...
150 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
151 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
152 [0.08 0.311 0.508 0.1],...
153 'String','Iterations','Style','text','Tag','iter');
154 obj.hEditIter = uicontrol(...
155 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized',...
156 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
157 [0.61 0.311 0.318 0.13],...
158 'String','1000','Style','edit','Tag','editit');
159 uicontrol(...
160 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
161 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
162 [0.08 0.174 0.508 0.1],...
163 'String','Time Step','Style','text','Tag','tstep');
164 obj.hEditDt = uicontrol(...
165 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
166 10,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],...
167 'Position',...
168 [0.61 0.174 0.318 0.13],...
169 'String','1e-7','Style','edit','Tag','ts');
170 uicontrol(...
171 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
172 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
173 [0.08 0.037 0.508 0.1],...
174 'String','Cp','Style','text','Tag','Cp');
175 obj.hEditCp = uicontrol(...
176 'Parent',panel1,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
177 10,'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],...
178 'Position',...
179 [0.61 0.037 0.318 0.13],...
180 'String','1e-7','Style','edit','Tag','EditCp');
181 %%
182 obj.hRBMethod = uibuttongroup(...
183 'Parent',obj.hFig,'Title','Method','Tag','whit',...
184 'Position',...
185 [0.02 0.215 0.45 0.34]);
186 obj.hRBWhitham = uicontrol(...
187 'Parent',obj.hRBMethod,'Units','normalized',...
188 'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
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189 [0.0810810810810811 0.75 0.810810810810811 0.2],...
190 'String','Whitham','Style','radiobutton','Value',1,...
191 'Tag','rbwhitham');
192 obj.hRBMilton = uicontrol(...
193 'Parent',obj.hRBMethod,'Units','normalized',...
194 'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
195 [0.0810810810810811 0.4 0.810810810810811 0.2],...
196 'String','Milton','Style','radiobutton','Tag',...
197 'rbmilton');
198 obj.hRBGeneral = uicontrol(...
199 'Parent',obj.hRBMethod,'Units','normalized',...
200 'FontSize',10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
201 [0.0810810810810811 0.1 0.810810810810811 0.2],...
202 'String','Generalised','Style','radiobutton',...
203 'Tag','gen');
204 %%
205 panel3 = uipanel(...
206 'Parent',obj.hFig,'Title','Calculated Parameters',...
207 'Tag','panel3','Position',[0.53 0.555 0.45 0.45]);
208 uicontrol(...
209 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
210 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
211 [0.08 0.830 0.508 0.1],...
212 'String','P0 (atm)','Style','text','Tag','p1');
213 obj.hEditP0 = uicontrol(...
214 'Parent',panel3,...
215 'Units','normalized',...
216 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
217 [0.61 0.830 0.318 0.13],...
218 'String','1.013','Style','edit','Tag','editP0');
219 uicontrol(...
220 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
221 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
222 [0.08 0.664 0.508 0.1],...
223 'String','T0 ( K )','Style','text','Tag','t1');
224 obj.hEditT0 = uicontrol(...
225 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized',...
226 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
227 [0.61 0.664 0.318 0.13],...
228 'String','298.15','Style','edit','Tag','editT0');
229 uicontrol(...
230 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
231 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
232 [0.08 0.498 0.508 0.1],...
233 'String','P2 (atm)','Style','text','Tag','m0');
234 obj.hEditP2 = uicontrol(...
235 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized',...
236 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
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237 [0.61 0.498 0.318 0.13],...
238 'String','1.5','Style','edit','Tag','editP2');
239 uicontrol(...
240 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
241 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
242 [0.08 0.332 0.508 0.1],...
243 'String','c (m/s)','Style','text','Tag','gamma');
244 obj.hEditc = uicontrol(...
245 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized',...
246 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
247 [0.61 0.332 0.318 0.13],...
248 'String','1.4','Style','edit','Tag','editc');
249 uicontrol(...
250 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
251 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
252 [0.08 0.166 0.508 0.1],...
253 'String','T2 ( K )','Style','text','Tag','iter');
254 obj.hEditT2 = uicontrol(...
255 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized',...
256 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
257 [0.61 0.166 0.318 0.13],...
258 'String','1000','Style','edit','Tag','editt2');
259 uicontrol(...
260 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
261 10,'FontWeight','bold','Position',...
262 [0.08 0.02 0.508 0.1],...
263 'String','M2','Style','text','Tag','tstep');
264 obj.hEditM2 = uicontrol(...
265 'Parent',panel3,'Units','normalized',...
266 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],...
267 'Position',...
268 [0.61 0.02 0.318 0.13],...
269 'String','1e-7','Style','edit','Tag','m2');
270 %%
271 panel4 = uipanel(...
272 'Parent',obj.hFig,'Title','Shock & Wall coordinates',...
273 'Tag','panel4','Position',[0.53,0.215,0.45,0.34]);
274 obj.hButSD = uicontrol(...
275 'Parent',panel4,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
276 10,'Position',...
277 [0.25 0.64 0.5 0.29],...
278 'String','Shock Coord','Tag','SD');
279 obj.hButWall = uicontrol(...
280 'Parent',panel4,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
281 10,'Position',...
282 [0.25 0.33 0.5 0.29],...
283 'String','Wall Coord','Tag','W');
284 obj.hButFunction = uicontrol(...
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285 'Parent',panel4,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
286 10,'Position',...
287 [0.25 0.02 0.5 0.29],...
288 'String','Wall Function','Tag','F');
289 %%
290 panel2 = uipanel(...
291 'Parent',obj.hFig,'Title','Operation',...
292 'Tag','panel2','Position',[0.02 0.01 0.96 0.2]);
293 obj.hButInit = uicontrol(...
294 'Parent',panel2,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
295 10,'Position',...
296 [0.02 0.45 0.306 0.29],...
297 'String','Initialise','Tag','init');
298 obj.hButCalc = uicontrol(...
299 'Parent',panel2,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
300 10,'Position',...
301 [0.346 0.45 0.306 0.29],...
302 'String','Solve','Tag','calc');
303 obj.hButPlot = uicontrol(...
304 'Parent',panel2,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
305 10,'Position',...
306 [0.672 0.45 0.306 0.29],...
307 'String','Plot','Tag','plot');
308 %%
309 obj.main = figure(...
310 'MenuBar','none','Name','Testing','Position',...
311 [832 286 600 478],'Resize','off');
312
313 uicontrol(...
314 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
315 10,'Position',[0 0.9 0.08 0.05],'String',...
316 'If x <','Style','text')
317
318 uicontrol(...
319 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
320 10,'Position',[0.08 0.85 0.08 0.05],'String',...
321 'f(x) = ','Style','text')
322 uicontrol(...
323 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
324 10,'Position',[0.08 0.8 0.08 0.05],'String',...
325 'df(x) = ','Style','text')
326 uicontrol(...
327 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
328 10,'Position',[0.08 0.75 0.08 0.05],'String',...
329 'd2f(x) = ','Style','text')
330 %%
331 uicontrol(...
332 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
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333 10,'Position',[0 0.7 0.08 0.05],'String',...
334 'elseif ','Style','text')
335 uicontrol(...
336 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
337 10,'Position',[0.45 0.7 0.1 0.05],'String',...
338 '< x <','Style','text')
339
340 uicontrol(...
341 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
342 10,'Position',[0.08 0.65 0.08 0.05],'String',...
343 'f(x) = ','Style','text')
344 uicontrol(...
345 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
346 10,'Position',[0.08 0.6 0.08 0.05],'String',...
347 'df(x) = ','Style','text')
348 uicontrol(...
349 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
350 10,'Position',[0.08 0.55 0.08 0.05],'String',...
351 'd2f(x) = ','Style','text')
352 %%
353 uicontrol(...
354 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
355 10,'Position',[0 0.5 0.08 0.05],'String',...
356 'elseif','Style','text')
357 uicontrol(...
358 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
359 10,'Position',[0.45 0.5 0.1 0.05],'String',...
360 '< x <','Style','text')
361
362 uicontrol(...
363 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
364 10,'Position',[0.08 0.45 0.08 0.05],'String',...
365 'f(x) = ','Style','text')
366 uicontrol(...
367 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
368 10,'Position',[0.08 0.4 0.08 0.05],'String',...
369 'df(x) = ','Style','text')
370 uicontrol(...
371 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
372 10,'Position',[0.08 0.35 0.08 0.05],'String',...
373 'd2f(x) = ','Style','text')
374 %%
375 uicontrol(...
376 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
377 10,'Position',[0 0.3 0.08 0.05],'String',...
378 'else','Style','text')
379
380 uicontrol(...
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381 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
382 10,'Position',[0.08 0.25 0.08 0.05],'String',...
383 'f(x) = ','Style','text')
384 uicontrol(...
385 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
386 10,'Position',[0.08 0.2 0.08 0.05],'String',...
387 'df(x) = ','Style','text')
388 uicontrol(...
389 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
390 10,'Position',[0.08 0.15 0.08 0.05],'String',...
391 'd2f(x) = ','Style','text')
392
393 uicontrol(...
394 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
395 10,'Position',[0 0.1 0.08 0.05],'String',...
396 'End','Style','text')
397
398 obj.RBut = uicontrol(...
399 'Parent',obj.main,'Units','normalized','FontSize',...
400 10,'Position',...
401 [0.8 0.05 0.1 0.1],...
402 'String','Done','Tag','F');
403 %%
404 obj.F1 = uicontrol(...
405 'Parent',obj.main,...
406 'Units','normalized',...
407 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
408 [0.2 0.85 0.7 0.05],...
409 'String',...
410 '-1*((197.47 - 214.71)/(85.66 - 52.52)*(x-52.52) + 214.71)'...
411 ,'Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
412 obj.dF1 = uicontrol(...
413 'Parent',obj.main,...
414 'Units','normalized',...
415 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
416 [0.2 0.8 0.7 0.05],...
417 'String','-1*((197.47 - 214.71)/(85.66 - 52.52))',...
418 'Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
419 obj.d2F1 = uicontrol(...
420 'Parent',obj.main,...
421 'Units','normalized',...
422 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
423 [0.2 0.75 0.7 0.05],...
424 'String','0','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
425
426 obj.F2 = uicontrol(...
427 'Parent',obj.main,...
428 'Units','normalized',...
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429 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
430 [0.2 0.65 0.7 0.05],...
431 'String','-1*(419.23 - sqrt(250ˆ2 - (x - 201.09)ˆ2))',...
432 'Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
433 obj.dF2 = uicontrol(...
434 'Parent',obj.main,...
435 'Units','normalized',...
436 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
437 [0.2 0.6 0.7 0.05],'String',...
438 '-1*((x - 201.09) / sqrt(250ˆ2 - (x -201.09)ˆ2))'...
439 ,'Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
440 obj.d2F2 = uicontrol(...
441 'Parent',obj.main,...
442 'Units','normalized',...
443 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
444 [0.2 0.55 0.7 0.05],...
445 'String',...
446 '-1*(((419.23-gb(x))+(x-201.09)*dgb(x))/(419.23-gb(x))ˆ2)'...
447 ,'Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
448 obj.F3 = uicontrol(...
449 'Parent',obj.main,...
450 'Units','normalized',...
451 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
452 [0.2 0.45 0.7 0.05],'String',...
453 '-1*((213.74-197.2)/(347.96-316.01)*(x-347.96)+213.74)'...
454 ,'Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
455 obj.dF3 = uicontrol(...
456 'Parent',obj.main,...
457 'Units','normalized',...
458 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
459 [0.2 0.4 0.7 0.05],...
460 'String','-1*((213.74 - 197.2)/(347.96 - 316.01))',...
461 'Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
462 obj.d2F3 = uicontrol(...
463 'Parent',obj.main,...
464 'Units','normalized',...
465 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
466 [0.2 0.35 0.7 0.05],...
467 'String','0','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
468 obj.F4 = uicontrol(...
469 'Parent',obj.main,...
470 'Units','normalized',...
471 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
472 [0.2 0.25 0.7 0.05],...
473 'String','sin(x)','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
474 obj.dF4 = uicontrol(...
475 'Parent',obj.main,...
476 'Units','normalized',...
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477 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
478 [0.2 0.2 0.7 0.05],...
479 'String','cos(x)','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
480 obj.d2F4 = uicontrol(...
481 'Parent',obj.main,...
482 'Units','normalized',...
483 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
484 [0.2 0.15 0.7 0.05],...
485 'String','-sin(x)','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
486 obj.L = uicontrol(...
487 'Parent',obj.main,...
488 'Units','normalized',...
489 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
490 [0.45 0.9 0.1 0.05],...
491 'String','85.66','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
492 obj.L1 = uicontrol(...
493 'Parent',obj.main,...
494 'Units','normalized',...
495 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
496 [0.34 0.7 0.1 0.05],...
497 'String','85.66','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
498 obj.L2 = uicontrol(...
499 'Parent',obj.main,...
500 'Units','normalized',...
501 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
502 [0.34 0.5 0.1 0.05],...
503 'String','316.01','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
504 obj.R1 = uicontrol(...
505 'Parent',obj.main,...
506 'Units','normalized',...
507 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
508 [0.56 0.7 0.1 0.05],...
509 'String','316.01','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
510 obj.R2 = uicontrol(...
511 'Parent',obj.main,...
512 'Units','normalized',...
513 'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1],'Position',...
514 [0.56 0.5 0.1 0.05],...
515 'String','200001','Style','edit','Tag','editP1');
516 end
517 %%
518 function setCallbacks(obj)
519 % Action taken on pressing the buttons
520 set(obj.hButInit, 'Callback', @obj.Param);
521 set(obj.hButCalc, 'Callback', @obj.Calc);
522 set(obj.hButPlot, 'Callback', @obj.Plot);
523 set(obj.hButSD, 'Callback', @obj.SD);
524 set(obj.hButWall, 'Callback', @obj.Wall);
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525 set(obj.hButFunction, 'Callback', @obj.Fcn);
526 set(obj.RBut, 'Callback', @obj.evaluate);
527 end
528 end
529
530 methods %Callbacks
531 %% This function does not work that well
532 function Plot(obj, varargin)
533 obj.results = figure();
534 SE;
535 end
536 %%
537 function evaluate(obj,varargin)
538 obj.x11 = str2double(get(obj.L,'String'));
539 obj.x22 = str2double(get(obj.L1,'String'));
540 obj.x33 = str2double(get(obj.L2,'String'));
541 obj.y22 = str2double(get(obj.R1,'String'));
542 obj.y33 = str2double(get(obj.R2,'String'));
543
544 obj.f11 = get(obj.F1,'String');
545 obj.f22 = get(obj.F2,'String');
546 obj.f33 = get(obj.F3,'String');
547 obj.f44 = get(obj.F4,'String');
548
549 obj.df11 = get(obj.dF1,'String');
550 obj.df22 = get(obj.dF2,'String');
551 obj.df33 = get(obj.dF3,'String');
552 obj.df44 = get(obj.dF4,'String');
553
554 obj.d2f11 = get(obj.d2F1,'String');
555 obj.d2f22 = get(obj.d2F2,'String');
556 obj.d2f33 = get(obj.d2F3,'String');
557 obj.d2f44 = get(obj.d2F4,'String');
558 end
559 function Fcn(obj, varargin)
560 obj.main;
561 end
562 %%
563 function SD(obj, varargin)
564 [name,path,~] = uigetfile('','Shock Profile');
565 if name ~= 0
566 obj.SData = importdata([path name]);
567 end
568 end
569 %%
570 function Wall(obj, varargin)
571 [name,path,~] = uigetfile('','Wall Profile');
572 if name ~= 0
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573 obj.Wal = importdata([path name]);
574 end
575 end
576 %%
577 function Param(obj, varargin)
578 % This function calculates parameters for the simulation using
579 % the sho.m script
580 [P1,T1,M0,CpCv,Cp] = getGUIInputs(obj);
581 obj.parameters = sho(M0,T1,CpCv,Cp,P1);
582 set(obj.hEditc ,'String',num2str(obj.parameters(1)));
583 set(obj.hEditP0,'String',num2str(obj.parameters(2)));
584 set(obj.hEditT0,'String',num2str(obj.parameters(3)));
585 set(obj.hEditP2,'String',num2str(obj.parameters(4)));
586 set(obj.hEditT2,'String',num2str(obj.parameters(5)));
587 set(obj.hEditM2,'String',num2str(obj.parameters(7)));
588 end
589 %%
590 function Calc(obj, varargin)
591 % This function performs the calculation using the selected
592 % method
593 obj.method = getMethod(obj);
594 switch lower(obj.method)
595 case 'whitham'
596 obj.method = 1;
597 case 'milton'
598 obj.method = 2;
599 case 'generalised'
600 obj.method = 3;
601 end
602 main4(str2double(get(obj.hEditDt, 'String')),...
603 str2double(get(obj.hEditM0, 'String')),...
604 obj.parameters(1),...
605 str2double(get(obj.hEditIter, 'String')),...
606 obj.method,...
607 obj.SData,...
608 obj.Wal,...
609 obj.x11,...
610 obj.x22,...
611 obj.x33,...
612 obj.y22,...
613 obj.y33,...
614 obj.f11,...
615 obj.f22,...
616 obj.f33,...
617 obj.f44,...
618 obj.df11,...
619 obj.df22,...
620 obj.df33,...
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621 obj.df44,...
622 obj.d2f11,...
623 obj.d2f22,...
624 obj.d2f33,...
625 obj.d2f44);
626 end
627 end
628 %%
629 methods % Getting GUI Inputs
630 function [P1,T1,M0,CpCv,Cp] = getGUIInputs(obj)
631 P1 = str2double(get(obj.hEditP1, 'String'));
632 T1 = str2double(get(obj.hEditT1, 'String'));
633 M0 = str2double(get(obj.hEditM0, 'String'));
634 Cp = str2double(get(obj.hEditCp, 'String'));
635 CpCv = str2double(get(obj.hEditgamma,'String'));
636 end
637 function method = getMethod(obj)
638 method = get(get(obj.hRBMethod, 'SelectedObject'),'String');
639 end
640 end
641 end
(a) User Interface for the GSD calculation (b) Wall geometry definition
Figure D.1: The user interface generated by the script interface.m
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